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This thesis consists of three parts. each related to the use of tracer measurrments to 
diagnose the small- cale structure and mechanisms b~· ''"hich air is transported. both 
Yert ically and horizontal!~·. in the lower stratosphere. 
1. I demonstrate that the isotopic composition of "·ater Yapor can diagnose rapid con-
Yectiw transport across the tropopause. I use data from the space shuttle- and balloon-
borne Fourier transform solar occultation spectrometers AT~IOS (Atmospheric Trace 
~IOlecule Spectrometer) and ~Iark-I\" to reconstruct the mean deuterium isotopic com-
position of water entering the tratosphere. Initial c5D is -610 per mil (33'7c of dcuteratecl 
"·atcr retained). I construct a one-dimen ional model simulating i. atopic fractionation 
during a. cent to the tropopau ·e and demon. trate that for all but the most rapid ascent. 
Yirtually all deutPrated \Yater is stripped from an air parcel in thr la. t fe'" kilometers of 
the uppermost troposphere. The obsen·ed stratospheric c5D is then far hem·ier than mod-
eled depletions under most conditions. I conclude that the obserYations can be matched 
only by substantial eYaporation of lofted conden ate orb~- ascent in highly supersaturated 
conditions. and inf0r that mean stratospheric air must haw experienced rapid conwction 
to at least ncar-tropopause altitudes. This study serws to demon t rate that the isotopic 
composition of "·atcr ,·apor is a Yaluablf' tracer that can bf' used to constrain mechanisms 
of stratosphere-tropospherr tran port. 
2. I usc in-situ tunable diode laser measurements of CO. H20. and ~20 takf'n owr 
Fairbanks. AI\: to . hmY rapid trausport b~· streamers of air in the lower stratosphere. I 
"·as part of a team that u. ed ALL\ and .JPL-H20. two tunable diode laser spcctromc-
XI 
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rers built by the \Yebster group of the .Jet Propul ion Laboratory. to obtain data in the 
upper troposphNe and lower stratosphere on 21 ER-2 flights benwen . ..\pril and Septem-
bN. 1991. during the POLARIS (Photochcmi. try of Ozone Loss in the Arctic Region In 
Summer) mission. I use this dataset to identify episodes of rapid pole,Yards adwction in 
thr lmYermost stratosphere in which filaments of air mon' from tropics to 63 ~ latitude 
in weeks. I find that the lmYermost stratosphere is a region of intense filamentary acti,·-
ity. but that tropical filamentation is absent abow the -120 1\: surface. in contradiction 
to the results of pre,·ious trajector.\· simulations. IndiYidual filaments extend from the 
··on'rworld .. stratosphere to th(' local tropopause. showing that the boundary between 
··owrworld .. and '·middle"·orld .. is not a t rue d_\·namical barrier. The filamentatiou is 
strong!.\· seasonal. in agreement \Yith preYious trajector_\· results. but ''"ith a longer period 
of actiYity. I conclude that the tropopause transition layer extends to -120 1\: 0. and that 
rransport in t hi. layer is coupled to change in the t ropo pheric subtropical jet. 
3. I de. cribe the design and construction of a new lightweight open-path tunable-
diode-laser instrument for mea. urements of water ,-apor isotopic composit ion from air-
craft platforms. I initiated and led an effort to design and build an instrument capable 
of resoh·ing transport issues. uch as those mentioned in (1). \\"ISP (\Yater Isotope SPec-
trometer) is a 3-channel tunable-diode-laser spectrometer. with t\YO mid-infrared and one 
nPar-infrared laser sources. Light is injected into a 9-l-pass Herriott cell for a total of 9-1 
meters of pathlength. The expected threshold . ensiti,·ity i. a fe"· parts in 10·5 absorption. 
Detection of HDO has an expected S~R > 10 up to near-tropopause altitude . All iso-
topomers of " ·ater Yapor. and methane. are detectrd in a single scan. allowing improYcd 
accuracy as common systematics drop out of the ratio. I led the integration of the instru-
ment on ~ASXs \\·B-51 aircraft as part of the ACCE~T mission. The instrunwnt can 
prm·ide a wrsatik tool for tracer measurements in the tropopause region. 
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1.1 Stratospheric circulation and strat-trop exchange 
:\early six percent of the total mass of tropospheric air each year crosses the boundary of 
the tropopause and enters the stratosphere. It has been inferred since the 19-!0·s. when 
Bre"·er first measured stratospheric \Yater Yapor. that the bulk of tran port to the strato-
sphere occurs in the tropics. "·here the t ropopause is highest and coldest and therefore 
capable of coldtrapping air to the obsen·ed strata. pheric dryness (9). :.reasurements of 
tracers such as "·ater ,·apor. bomb-produced I.JC. and ant hropogenic chloroftuorocarbons 
and modeling of the residual circulation based 0 11 assimilated data, ets haw giYen u a 
broader understanding oft he annual mass ftux. geographic locat ion and seasonal ,·ariabil-
it~· of the exchange of air between troposphere and stratosphere (e.g. -17. 60. 62). Despite 
nearly a half-cenrur~· of scientific im·estigation. hmwwr. \W' still lack an under tanding 
of the ph~·sical mechanism dri,·ing that exchange. In particular. \\'e do not know "·hethrr 
tlw hulk of the mass ftux is carried by localized conwcri,·e cumulus to,wrs that rise from 
near sea-surface lewis in the tropics and penetrate the tropopause . or whether it results 
from more \Yide pread and gradual regional uplift (e.g. 1-1. 37. -11). The last decade has 
witnessed a re,·ersal of opinion on STE. from the assumption that air mows into the 
stratospherr primaril~· in couwct iw rwnts to an assumption it does so in widespread 
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gradual ascent ,,-ith no conwc:t iw influence. The discowry of widespread cm·erage of 
near-tropopause cirrus clouds has lent support to the . cenario of more gradual ascent 
(r.g. / 2. -!2 ). Howr,·er. existing data cannot definitiwly confirm or di, pron• either sce-
nario. \"or can they determine \Yhat gowrns the water ,-apor content of the stratosphere. 
or explain its apparent increase in t he last . f'Yeral decades. \\·hich cannot be accounted 
for by changes in tropopause temperature. Thr set of ugge ted explanations is diwrse. 
including that the r0gion of ascent i \Yidening and that dehydration of air entering the 
stratosphere is set b.'· on•rshoot ing conn•ction ewn if mean ascent is gradual (68). It is 
both remarkable and disturbing that in the face of a potrntia lly changing climate we lack 
a predicti,·e thE'ory of how a ir and \Yater enter th<' stratosphere. 
Tlw distinction bet\Yeen the proposed mechanisms is significant for stratospheric ro-
bustness to anthropogenic changes . If air injected into the stratospherE' is derin'd from 
near the earth 's surface and transported up\Yards in rapid com·ection ,,·ithout significant 
mixing. then short-liYed pollutants ma.'· reach the stratosphere and pose a danger to its 
chemical stability. but emissions from near-tropopause aircraft are a negligible concern. If. 
on the other hand. the dominant mechanism for stratospheric injection is gradual ascent 
through the uppermost troposphere. then the rrlati,·e concern owr surface YS. aircraft 
emission is inwrted. EYrn if conYection influences onl.'' stratospheric wat<:'r content. and 
not the bulk circulation. it still has strong implications for climate. \Yater Yapor is t he 
primar.'" greenhouse gas. with t\\·ice the direct radiatiw impact of carbon dioxide. and 
has an equall.'" important indirect effect through the formation of cloucL (25. 5-!). It is 
essentially the sole source of HOx radicals. the dominant oxidant in the troposphere and 
lo\Yer stratosphere. If water ,-apor coutent is goYerned by conn·c:tion. it i, like!.'· more re-
sponsi,·e to change in tropical ocean surfacP temperatures. and hence ,-ulnerable to global 
tt>mperature trends. In general. our ability to predict the stratospheric consequences of 
authropogenic perturbations in the troposphere is sewrE-'1.'· hampered if we lack full un-
derstanding of how the t\\·o parts of the atmospherr interact. Gaining that under tanding 
is a major priority in atmospheric research. 
FigurP 1.1 shows the current Yie\\· of stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) and 





Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of stratosphere-troposphere exchange. from (29). 
·t ratospheric circulation. Air is assumed to ascend in the tropics Yia some combination 
of convective or gradual processes. .\Ieridional transport to higher latitudes is presum-
ably driYen by rxtratropical wave forcing. but the location of that forcing is uncertain 
(29) : it may lie at t he polar end of the midlatitudes. or in the subtropics (Holton. J. 
pe1·s. comm.) . The structurf' of that transport is also unclear. The region between the 
380 K ()surface. (the tropical tropopause leYel) and the slanting mid- and high-latitudes 
tropopause is known as the ··middleworld ... where tropospheric and stratospheric air can 
mix along isentropes. In the ··ownmrld .. abow. all air must ha,·e entered b~· ascent in 
the tropics. There is growing consensus, howeYer, that the 380 K surface is not a sharp 
distinction between t"·o disparate regions. and that the Yicinit)" both abon:· and below 
380 K. represents a .. tropopause transition region·· (TTL) in ''"hich transport is enhanced 
and meridional mixing is strong. In this figure the TTL is shown as extending to 400 K 
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0. Satellite data are too coarse-resolution to resoh·e the fine details of this region. and 
aircraft data too sparse to proYide a comprehensiYe ,·iew. The nature of transport and 
mixing "·ithin the TTL is still relati,·ely unknmm. 
1.2 Outstanding questions 
The primar_,. out tanding science questions of the near-tropopause region concern the 
mechanisms of transport on scales finer than the resolution of general circulation models. 
For Yertical ascent. it is still an open question whether ascent is gradual or occurs OYer 
more "·idespread areas. and \Yhat the mechanism is that gowrns the water Yapor content 
of the upper troposphere and stratosphere. For meridional transport. releYant issues 
include the scales on which transport occurs, the driYing force behind them. and the 
relation between transport in the troposphere and stratosphere. The approach of thi 
\York is to address these questions u ing in-situ measurements of trace gases in the TTL 
region. Chapter 1 describes hmY the isotopic composition of \Yater Yapor in the TTL 
can be used the discriminate between mechanisms of STE. and chapters -! and 5 describe 
the construction of an instrument to measure it. Chapters 2 and 3 examine fine-scale 
filamentary horizontal transport in the TTL using in-situ measurements of CO. a short-
lived tracer of tropospheric origin, and draw inferences about its distr ibution. seasonal 
Yariation and dynamical forcing. 
Chapter 2 
The isotopic composition of 
stratospheric water as a tracer of 
STE 
2.1 Abstract 
.\leasurements of the isotopic composition of tratospheric water by the AT.\IOS instru-
ment are used to infer the conwctiYe history of stratospheric air. The aYerage water Yapor 
entering the strato phere is found to be highly depleted of deuterium. with 6Dw of -670 ± 
80 (67% deuterium loss) . :\lodel calculations predict. howeYer. that under conditions of 
thermod~·namic equilibrium, dehydration to stratospheric mixing ratios should produce 
stronger deplet ion to 6Dw of -800 to -900 (80-90 o/c deuterium loss) . Deuterium enrich-
ment of water Yapor in ascending parcels can occur only in condition of rapid conwc-
tion: enrichment persisting into the stratosphere require that those conditions continue 
to near-tropopause altitudes. \Ye conclude that either the predominant source of water 
Yapor to the uppermost troposphere is enriched convectiYe \Yater. most likely eYaporated 
cloud ice. or tropo phere-strato phere tran port occurs clo ely associated with tropical 
deep convection. 
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2.2 Introduction 
The original Brewer-Dobson propo al for the circulation between troposphere and strato-
sphere im·oh·ed low ascent throughout the tropics. where the tropopause is highest and 
coldest. with the cell extending some distance into the troposphere (9) . \Yhile subse-
quent research has confirmed the tropics as the location of mo t troposphere-stratosphere 
transport (abbreY. STE by com·ention) (e.g. 63). the peed and scale of the processes 
which mow air across the tropopause and into the stratosphere are not yet well known. 
Tropopause temperature mea urements suggest tha t. the cale of STE rna~· be more local-
ized or episodic. since much of t he tropical tropopause is too warm to freeze-dry air to 
obsen·ed strato pheric Yalues (e.g. 20). Theories of STE now span a large range of tem-
poral and spatial scales, from extremely rapid injection during isolated conYecti\·e eYents 
which perturb the local temperature structure (1-103 km2 ) (e.g. 13). to lmYer seasonal 
ascent oYer the coldest subregion of the tropics (;:::;:: 107 km2 ) (47). "·ith propo als for de-
h~·dration in the tratosphere itself during graYity-waYe temperature fluctuations allowing 
ascent o\·er e\·en larger areas (52). 
Cpward mass transport in the underlying tropical tropo phere. on the other hand. 
is belieYed to be highly localized and inhomogeneous. occurring primarily in conwctiYe 
cumulus towers (57). STE ma~· result simpl:v from the extension of some cumuli into 
the stratosphere proper. or it may represent a qualitati\·ely different process. with a 
transition between a middle troposphere in \Yhich up,,·ard motion is dominated by localized 
conYection and an uppermost troposphere where slmYer mean motions are also important 
(e.g. 30) . Observations of stratospheric water Yapor content haw not proYided a means 
of resoh·ing between these scenarios. 
These scenario differ in the process by which ascending air is dehydrated . During 
gradual ascent . dehydration must proceed by simple condensation and fall out of moisture. 
Dehydra tion in conYectiYe systems can be more complicated. since cumulus towers can 
carry " ·ith them enormous quantities of water as ice - near-tropopause ice:Yapor ratios can 
exceed 100 (35) - and final water vapor mixing ratio may be net of both eYaporation and 
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condensation. Dehydration in stratospheric waYes may also im·oh·e cycles of condensation 
and re-eYaporation. but without significant transport of ice particles. Determination of 
not only the final ,,·ater content of stratospheric air. but of the process by which that 
content is reached. can thus discriminate between transport scenarios. prm·iding insight 
into the larger question of how air is exchanged between troposphere and tratosphere. 
\Ye propo e that the isotopic composition of stratospheric water Yapor is a useful 
tracer for this purpose. because it records the condensation and eYaporation experienced 
br each air parcel that crosses the tropopause. \\'heneYer seYeral phases of water are 
present in thermodynamic equilibrium. the heaYier isotopes partition preferentially into 
the condensed phases. As water condenses out of an air parcel. then. denterated \Yater 
is preferentially remoYed and the residual ,-apor is progressiYely lightened. The degree 
of preference. or fractionation factor, 0: (a = D:Hcondensate / D:Hvapor) - is quite strong 
for deuterated "·ater. with o ranging from 1.08 at room temperature to O\'er 1.-1 for ice 
condensation at the ~ 190 K tropical tropopause ( -10. 4-1). Stratospheric air. with a 
water Yapor concentration four orders of magnitude less than that at sea surface. should 
be highly depleted in deuterium. but the exact degree of depletion ''"ill depend on the 
conwctiYe history of that air. 
2.3 ATMOS observations of 6Dw 
Obsen·ations of stratospheric deuterated water by the Atmospheric Trace \Iolecular Spec-
troscopy (ATi\IOS) Fourier transform infrared spectrometer over the last decade proYide 
the first large database of isotopic compositions that can be applied to the problem of 
STE. There have been fe\Y preYious reported measurements of HDO and H2 0 in the 
lower stratosphere. where accurate spectroscopic measurement of both specie is difficult. 
with none in the tropics . the presumed source region for stratospheric air and ,,·ater: 
nor haYe there been simultaneous measurements of CH-1 and CH3D. Obscn·ations in the 
mid-latitudes strata phere ha,·e found water Yapor strongly depleted of deuterium. but 
with 6Dw increasiug with altitude from ~ -600 %o at 20 km to -350--150 %o at 35 km. 
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(5 . 59. 16. 10. 51). (Deuterium content is giYen in 6 notation. " ·here 6Dw is the frac-
tional difference. in per mil. of the D / H ratio of measured water from that of standard 
mean ocean water (S:\10\Y), at 1.5576x l0- 1 (23).) This increase has been presumed to 
be the result of oxidation of isotopically head er atmospheric methane. (e.g. 17, 59). 
This analysis uses data from all four AT~IOS missions from 1985-1994. a total of 68 
occultations in ''"hich HDO. H20. and CH4 were retrieYed (filters 2.9) . and 67 in " ·hich 
CH3D was retrieved (filter 3). Only occultations in the polar Yortices, where deh~·dration 
on polar stratospheric clouds produces additional isotopic effects. haYe been excluded. 
Latitudinal coYerage is near-global (2-lo/c tropical. 18% mid-lati tudes. 58% high latitudes) . 
The AT:\IOS instrument. coYeragf. and data reduction procedure are described in detail 
elsewhere (22, . and references therein). 
\Vater vapor isotopic compositions are corrected for changes occurring in the strato-
sphere by subtraction of methane-deriYed contributions of HDO and H2 0 at each data 
point: conserYation of hydrogen and deuterium bet,Yeen water and methane in the strato-
sphere is demonstrated from these same data by (31. 1) . Initial concentrations of CH4 
and CH3D are taken as 1. lxl0- 6 and 9.9xl0- 10 • respectively. from (5) and the filter 3 
ln[CH3D]: ln(CH4] relationship (31). CH:3D concentrations are inferred from obseiTed 
CH4 in filters 2 and 9 using this relationship. This correction yields the isotopic com-
position of water as it first crosses the tropopause. with no assumptions as to the initial 
concentration of that water. 
Figure 2.1 shows measurements of the i atopic composition of stratospheric water from 
all four AT:\IOS missions. before (la) and after (lb) correction for methane contribution. 
After correction there is no trend in composition with altitude abO\·e 20 km. Slight 
deYiations below 20 km are most likely due to the increased error in retrieYal of water 
concentrations. The mean stratospheric water is highly depleted . with a 6Dw of -610 ± 
80 %o or 67% loss of deuterium (weighted mean of a ll extra.Yortex obsen·ations from 18-32 
km; error represents 1 a of the distribution + s~·stematic error.) 
There is no significant Yariation in 6Dw ''"ith mission. filter. or latitude. 0\·er the 9 
~·ear span of tlwse measurements, nor in comparison ''"ith preYiou measurements dating 
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Figure 2.1: A.T~IOS measurement of the deuterium content of strato pheric water. The 
left panel shows uncorrected observations; the right panel the same data " ·ith the es-
timated contribution of H20 and HDO from methane oxidation ubtracted. The units 
are fractional difference from standard mean ocean \Yater. or 6D in per mil x 1000. Data 
shown are those with errorH2 o :::; 10%. errorc H4 :::; 10%. and errorH oo :::; 30%. ~ 15% of the 
total dataset. Solid lines represent weighted mean profiles from 15-32 km. Distribution a 
for corrected ODw is 35 %o: total error with systematic errors is 80 %o. 
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to 1980 (e.g. 51). :\Iesoscale or seasonal variabili ty in c5Dw of entering stratospheric air 
should be di cernible only in the lower tropical stratosphere. where AT:\IOS HDO data is 
limited to onl~· four occultations (28 observat ions) . The distribution of c5Dw values in t hese 
data is similar to that of the whole dataset. a Gaussian distribution wit h a peak at -680 %o 
and a width of 90 %o. with no ou t liers that might suggest contributions from isotopically 
distinct proce ses. Although isentropic mixing should erase much spatial inhomogeneity. 
this consistency suggests that strato pheric water enters with a characteristic isotopic 
signature similar to the mean strato pherie value. 
2.4 Implications of stratospheric 6D ,'" 
To explore the implications of the isotopic signature of stratospheric water. ''"e have devel-
oped a multi-phase cloud model that compute isotopic t rajectories during the ascent of 
air to the tropopause. The model represents the one-dimensional lifting of air parcels. \vith 
the concentrations and isotopic campo itions of vapor. liquid. and ice tracked throughout. 
Air parcels are stepped up,vard until the "·ater vapor mixing ratio equal the mean lower 
strata pheric value in these data of 3.6 ppm. (:\Iodel results are robust with respect to this 
value: variations in water ,·apor of ± 20o/c produce only minor isotopic changes) . Isotopic 
fractionation occurs during the init ial evaporation of seawater. the condensation of liquid 
and ice. and the conversion of liquid to ice a the cloud glaciates. Cloud liquid is a llowed 
to re-equilibrate with cloud vapor, while ice is effectively remm·ed from the ,·apor. Free 
parameter of the model are: surface temperature and relative humidit~·. temperatures of 
the onset of ice nucleation and the completion of glaciat ion. the relative importance of 
droplet freezing to evaporation and re-deposition during glaciation. the degree of super-
saturation 0\'er ice in the final stages of ascent. and the precipitation (or lack thereof) in 
all condensing stages. Although simplified , the model captures the full range of possible 
conditions for a simple convective updraft. 
In the first set of model runs isotopic partitioning was assumed to occur at thermo-
dynamic equilibrium in all stages. with the temperature dependence of a taken from 
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(-10. -!-!). In these conditions. model-generated final isotopic composition at the tropical 
tropopause in these conditions are all considerably lighter than obserwd stratospheric wa-
ter (Figure 2a). Stratospheric \Yater ,·apor is highly depleted of deuterium. but it is less 
depleted than would be expected gi,·en the extent of dehydration experienced. \Yhile at 
lower altitudes. where liquid is present. mpor isotopic compositions can be substant ially 
altered by choice of model parameters. all trajectories conYerge during the nearly I km 
of ascent in ice-only conditions from the homogeneous freezing point of liquid water at ::::::: 
233 h to the tropical tropopause at ~ 190 h~. Dehydration in those last kilometers strips 
out Yirtually all deuterium: Yapor concentration must drop by a. factor of over a hundred. 
with strong fractionation a.t a = 1.3-1.-!. so Yap or D / H must drop by oYer 80o/c OYer this 
alt itude range alone. EYen if no depletion occurred until the onset of ice condensation. 
the final 6D under these conditions would still be less than -800. 
The deuterium content of stratospheric water can be increa ed only if we postulate 
that (1) air parcels in this 10-11 km region receiw additional contributions from sources 
that arc not in equilibrium \dth the Yapor. or (2) isotopic fractionation is weaker than 
equilibrium Yalues imply. For po tulate (1). lofted cloud ice is the onJ.,· plau ible source 
of non-equilibrated water in the upper troposphere or lower stratosphere. \Yhile liquid 
\Yater can rapidly exchange and equili brate '"ith its em·ironment. the isotopic composition 
of ice remains essentially fixed (33). Ice particles carried upwards from their altitudes of 
condensation thus preserve anomalous)~- hea,·y isotopic compositions in relation to their 
surrounding mpor. and. if later eYaporated. serw to enrich the vapor D / H ratio. 
The second postulate. that isotopic fractionation has been reduced. is possible during 
ice deposition in highly supersaturated air parcels. ,,·here kinetic effect prewnt the Yapor 
and condensate from achieYing their equilibrium isotopic partitioning (33). Figure 2b 
shows isotopic trajectories calculated using this kinetic fractionation. for a range of su-
persaturations (S). Because the condensing material extracts less deuterium. the residual 
,·apor remains heaYier: at S of 1.5 to 2 (150- 200 %). depending on conwctin' parameters. 
sufficient deuterium is left at the tropopausP to match the obsen·ed stratospheric isotopic 
composition. 
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Figure 2.2: \focl<-1 calc-ulations of ,,·ater Yapor 80 during as<:Pnt. for conditions of thcrmo-
d.nuunie <'quilibrium. Tlw t ,,.o ca:-.P~ herP d<'fiiH' the em·elopP of all possihlr scrnarios for 
deutNillm loss during a:-,c-Pnt. ,,·ith thr as!-illlllption of no ::-.uprrsaturatiou or mixing. The 
hltH' profile r<'Pr<'~Pnt:-. thP nl<..,C' "·here all liquid rmHIPnsatr is rNairwd "·ith tlH' air parc·Pl 
up to the fn•c'zing l<'wl. n'-<'quilibrating "·irh the• ,·apor. and "·here thP phas<> tran~ition 
oc-curs by simple' frPC'ling of do11d droplNs. 

















Deuterium loss during dehydration 
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FigurP 2.:3: .\IodPl calculations shO\Ying tlw isotopic eompositiou of \Hlt<'r ,·apor during as-
tPnt to tlw stratosphere. \Yith fractionation factor modified by suJwrsaturatc>cl conditions. 
As in figur<' 2. 2 the black and blue lines n ' pH':.,<'ut immediate rPm<n·al and tot a] H't ention 
of liquid condPnsa t e. re::o.pectiwl.'·· and bracket the full range> of possi hl<' 6D ,·alues. Iligh-.5 
conditions both reduce the fractionatiou factor aud allO\Y for stroug c>uh;uH·f'nH'nts during 
tlt<' transition from liquid-solid in t h0 liquid-rrt aining cases. Here> glaciation is allmn' d to 
proct><~d b:· {'\·aporatiun of droplPts and rrcondPnsation as icr: at high S. n ,apm i<P is less 
than n,·a por liqu id and dt>utPrium is pumpPd into the Yapor. Complett> nlpor deposition of 
ice should lw rc>garded as an <'rHJnH' llll)('r ca '<' onlY. 
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Either of these scenarios is possible only in strong conwctive system . Supersatu-
rations of 1.5 - 2 can be sustained on]~- by updraft ,-elocities typical of the strongest 
cumulus core : in steady state. approximately 20 - 50 m/s for the ice particle size dis-
tribut ion obsen ·ed during the STEP campaign in t ropical near-t ropopause cloud systems 
(e.g. 35. 61. 53) Ice crystal evaporation. on the other hand. can significant]~- alter the 
isotopic composit ion of vapor on]~- if the ice cr~·stals are substantially out of equilibrium 
,\'i th that vapor, i.e. if evaporation occurs at alt itudes significant ly higher than the lewl of 
condensation. again a condition possible only in strong conn•ctin• updrafts. (Temperature 
fluctuations of 5-8 degrees in stratospheric wa,·es can produce only minor enrichments.) 
Deuterium enrichment by either of t hese processes must occur near the tropopause 
m order for some effect to persist into the stratosphere. \\'ater vapor in a rising air 
parcel is depleted from its original composition to obsen·ed st ratospheric values in less 
than 3 km of ascent at upper tropospheric temperature , so non-equilibrium deuterium 
contribut ions mu t be occurring in the last 3 km beneath the t ropopause. ~ lost water 
entering the stratosphere must experience com·ectiw condit ions to a t least the uppermost 
t roposphere. 
2.5 Conclusions 
.-\. T\IOS deuterated water data constrain the process of STE to one of two scenarios. In the 
fir t. STE is closely associated with deep conwction. Actual cross-t ropopause t ransport 
may occur either a penetratiw convection which deposits air abow the t ropopause or 
a more gradual ascent in and abO\·e mesoscale convective systems: in the la tter case the 
com·ective sy tern cont ribu t ing to STE must reach alt itudes of at least 1-1 to 15 km (for a 
17 km tropopause). In t he second. ST E occurs over "·ider parts of the tropics. less directly 
associated with convective systems. but here \\·ater in the uppermost troposphere consists 
almost exclusi,·ely of enriched water from conwctiw systems. most likely evaporated cloud 
ice. Again. this evaporat ion must occur at 1-1-15 km alt itude or higher. 
Further obsen ·ations in the tropical lower t ratosphere and upper troposphere are nee-
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E'. sary for discriminating betv.-een these possibilities. Isotopic data from the stratosphere 
alone may be sufficient to demonstrate whether the final dehydration of strato pheric air 
occurs in slow ascent rather than in com·ectiw penetration with admixture of eYaporated 
ice. if a clear seasonal cycle in stratospheric oDw is detectable. C pper tropospheric data 
are necessary to determine spatial scales of transport. We conclude that a high priority 
should be placed on obtaining further tropical measurements of HDO and H20 at these 
altitudes. and that these obsen·ations should pro,·ide substantial additional in ight into 
mechanisms of troposphere-stratosphere transport. 
(published as: :-.Ioyer. E . .J .. F.\\·. Irion. Y.L. Yung. and I.R. Gunson, ··.-\T).IOS 
stratospheric deuterated \Yater and implications for cross-tropopause transport"". Geo-
phys. Rev. Lett. 23. 2385-2388. 1996.) 
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Chapter 3 
Meridional transport by fine-scale 
filaments in the lowermost 
stratosphere from in-situ CO 
observations 
3.1 Introduction 
\\Thile the mean pattern of meridional air motion in the stratosphere has been known for 
half a century - rising air in the tropic . and descent at the pole - the la t decade has 
seen a fundamental increase in our under tanding of the small-scale characteristics of that 
transport. A ,·ariety of tracer ob. erYations and numerical simulation ba eel on as imilated 
datasets sugge t that much of meridional transport in the stratosphere occurs in the form 
of fast-moYing filaments and streamers helO\,. the resolution of general circulation models. 
The importance of filaments was firs t noted in the context of the annual breakup of 
the polar vortices (e.g. -19). which S(:lem to erode b~· spinning off filaments of polar air 
that mo,·e equatorward and e\·entua ll~· mix with their surroundings in the mid-latitudes. 
Similar tongues haw been obsenwl shedding off the subt ropical tran. port barrier and 
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Figurr :3.1: Coutour adn·ction calculation:-, of filaments on a :320 I~ is<>ntrop<'. from !!olton 
d al. 1995. 
moYing polemud from the tropics (P.g. 39. O'J. 10). and trajpctor~- calculations support 
th<' idra that !->onw portion of tlw mran rquator- to-pole circulat ion of th<' Bn·,n·r-Dob~on 
crll is accotHpli~hecl b_,. incli,·idual rapidl_,·-nw,·ing planetar_Y-::,calr :-,t rrauH'r:-, of air (figure 
:3.1). 
Stratnf>phrric fi laments han• !wen ohsern·d in a Yarier~- of sat<•llit<' and in-situ tracer 
obsrn ·at ions (e.g. :39. 11. 05. 10). hut th(•sr data haw not lwPn !->llfficiPnt to full~- char-
acteriLP thrir dimatolog_,· or quantif_,. thP total mass flux the.Y carr_, .. SatPllitf' data . with 
t_,·pical hori7outal resolution in t h<' hnndrrds of km. cannot ::,pp fiuPr-::,(·al~· fraturrs. and 
in-sit 11 data lack broad spatial or r<•mporal cm·Pragr. 0 bsrrnlt ion::, h<lW jH'O\·ickd :-.onw 
in:-,ight into tlw ('Xtent. frequrnc~-. and ::,pa..,onal Yariation of filanwnb. but much of our 
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understanding of stratospheric filaments deriw from trajectory simulations that compute 
the evolution of tracer contours on an isentropic surface using inferred wind fields (e.g. 
12. 1-L 13). 
These simulations allow broader inference to be dra'm about filamentation. In agree-
ment with the view of wave-carried momentum as the drh·ing force for the meridional 
circulation. obsen ·ations of filament generation have long been a ociated "·ith the break-
ing of planetary scale "·aves (e.g. 39). Long-term simulation upport this as ociation by 
showing that the seasonality of filament production corresponds well with the seasonal 
variation of waw-breaking activity (12. 73. 43). However. the deficiencies of both satellite 
and in-situ datasets mean that the broader conclusions of trajectory simulations have 
not been validated by obsen·ational data. And despite the substantial effort devoted to 
simulations in the last decade, there remain outstanding questions about the structure. 
di tribution, seasonality. and driving force of tropical filamentation. especially in lmver 
tratosphere. Below "·e review the body of observations and simulations made to date. 
and discuss those issues which are yet unresolved . 
3.1.1 Previous observations 
Satellite data 
Satellite ob ervations to date have detected filaments onl~· in the middle stratosphere 
and a t coarse resolution. but are invaluable for providing evidence of seasonal variation in 
filamentation. Satellite datasets in which broad filaments have been seen moving poleward 
out of the tropic include LEIS ozone (39), SAGE-II aerosol aft er the Pinatubo eruption 
(10). CLAES ~20 (55). :\ILS water vapor (38. 55). and CRISTA ~20 and H~03 (36). In 
all of these studies. filaments were observed during local late fall to early spring months. 
and several studies covered a sufficiently long period to map the seasonal variation in 
filamentation. Leovy et al. 1985 anal~·zed northern hemisphere (~H) data from October 
1918 to :\Iay 1979. and obsen·ed filaments only during -:.Jovember-:\larch. In their 1996 
paper. Lahoz et al. considered water vapor data in and around the Antarctic polar vortex 
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from April-:-.JO\·ember 1992 (the equi,·alent of :\H October-~day). and sa"· eYidence of 
adn-ction of mid- of low-latitude air during .July-October (equiYalent of :\H Jan.-April). 
In both these studies poleward-moYing filaments are seen in the " ·inter hemisphere. and 
are suppressed or absent during summer. 
Satellite obserYations are less useful for studies of Yertical and horizontal distribution 
of filaments. Although filaments ha,·e been seen modng as far as 80 degrees latitude. most 
satellite studies ha,·e not detected filamentation past 50 or 60 degrees. likely because their 
re olution precludes the detection of fine features. All filament detection haYe been in the 
region beh,·een 600 and 1100 K in potential temperature (~ 23--12 km altitude). in part 
because the ob erYations are bia eel against detection of features at 10\Yer altitudes where 
the tracer species used haYe smaller gradients. Leavy et al. 1985 do conclude. though. 
that altitudes below 650 K (21 km) comprise a region with less filamentary actiYity. 
In-situ data 
In-situ measurements from aircraft or balloons haw proYided e\·idence of finer scale fea-
tures than those detectable by satellite. with filaments obserwd as narrow as 100 km 
in width (e.g. 6). The fine spatial resolution of in-situ data al o aid in obserYation 
of filaments in the lower stratosphere where tracer gradients are generally small. The 
in-situ measurements are generally consistent with the seasonal pattern inferred from 
satellite data. with all obsen·ations occurring during local winter months. although in-
situ obserYations ha,·e not been s~·stcmat ic and prolonged enough for statistical studies 
of filamentation. The main utility of in-situ filament obsen·ation to date has been to 
confirm the accuracy of numerical simulations of fine- cale filamentation. 
Poleward-moYing filaments haw been detected from the ER-2 research aircraft in :\20. 
ClO. and potential YOrticity. and from aerosol lidar on the DC-8 at altitudes from -100-
550 K e (1-l-22 km) (e.g. 3, 7-1, -19). Top altitude for the ER-2 is ~ 550 K, precluding 
any higher-altitude obsen·ations. ?\o balloon obsen·ations of tropical filaments have been 
made. (Balloons have proYided a fe"· obserYations of filaments at higher altitudes. 100-800 
K. but all cases were of polar or mid-latitudes air moYing equatorward (e.g. 32).) 
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3.1.2 Numerical simulations 
~Io t of the current understanding of filamentation processes has come from numerical 
simulations based on inferred \Yind field in the stra tosphere. Simulations ha,·e used both 
contour adn'ction (C.-\). in which material contours are passiYely adYected by the pre-
Yailing wind , and reYerse domain filling (RDF). in which back-trajectories are calculated 
for a grid of particle and the potential ,·ortici t~· of their earlier location plotted. Both 
technique ha,·e produced good agreement " ·ith in-situ obserYations on specific elates (e.g. 
1-1. -!9). The trajectory simulations proYide a wider picture of filamentation in the strato-
sphere. sho" ·ing fi laments spinning off the polar ,-ortices as the~· erode. and streaming out 
from the tropics across the subtropical transport barrier. 
Vortex association 
Case a rc een in both obsen·ational data and numerical studies where filaments are 
simultaneously stripped from Yortex and tropics. with the tropical air eYentually reaching 
the polar jet. This association led to the suggestion that tropical air mon's pole,Yard in 
response to "-a,·e-incluced disturbances in the polar Yortex (70. -!9. /-! ). Howe,·er. more 
extensive studies on filamentation a t a ,·ariety of altitudes and seasons conducted by Chen 
et al. 1994 and Waugh 1996 suggested that fil ament transport was not '"ell-correlated with 
the pre ence of a polar , ·ortex. Both studies show filament production in the 1\H beginni ng 
in fall before the Yortex has fully formed , continuing in spring after the ,-ortex has broken 
up. And in simulations of the 1992 SH winter Waugh 1996 show filamentary transport 
from the tropics ceasing in October ( equiYalent of \'H April) ewn though the Antarctic 
Yortex persisted until \'0\·ember. 
Seasonality 
\\'hi le the long-t erm simulations imply that filamentation does not require the interaction 
between planetary wa,·es and a polar YOrtex to occur. the seasonal pattern that simulations 
produce does still support the idea that filamentation is associated \\'ith planetary-scale 
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wa,·e breaking. In their 1996 study Waugh concluded that the onset of strong trans-
port out of the tropics b_,. filaments corresponded almost exactly to the turnaround in 
stratospheric zonal winds. rising sharply in the H in late September when winds become 
westerly and Ross by ·waves can propagate into the stratosphere (11). They found that 
the period of strong fi lamentation continued until early .\lay. when winds turn easterl~­
again. In local summer the mass flux carried by filaments was much reduced. and indi,·id-
ual filaments did not extend to high latitudes. Summer filaments also appeared thinner 
horizontally in the simulations, possibly explaining \vhy they are not detected in satellite 
datasets (73). 
Variat ions with alt itude 
The vertical extent of filamentation remains something of an outstanding question. with 
obsen·ations too sparse and most simulations performed only at discrete 0-levels. making 
individual filaments difficult to follow. Both obsen·ations and simulations do suggest that 
tropical filaments are far thinner than those spun off the polar vortices, and that there may 
be structural differences between tropical filaments at different altitudes. Schoeber-l and 
Newman 1995 and Orsolini et al. 1995 model vortex filaments in the Arctic mid-winter 
using a much finer grid of B levels and shmv entire sheets of high-potential-vorticity air 
peeling off the vortex in the middle and upper stratosphere. The simulations ,.,·ere run from 
-100-1300 K B (H to 60 km ). and in some cases produced vortex filaments with continuous 
structure throughout that altitude range. Streamers of tropical air. on the other hand. 
appear never to form sheets spanning the entire stratosphere in the simulations. In the 
Waugh 1 g96 study tropical filaments in the middle stratosphere maintained no connect ion 
to filaments in the lmver stratosphere: the authors "·ere unable to link any individual 
fi laments across the less-active intermediate region. 
Simulations and lmver-stratospheric observations suggest that tropical filaments in the 
middle and lower stratosphere are structurally different, with middle stratospheric fila-
ments much deeper than those at lo"·er altitudes. Schoeberl and Newman 1995 model 
middle stratospheric filaments over 300 K () (15 km) in vertical extent. from 950-1250 K . 
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In the lower stra tosphere. the ma.-ximum obsen·ed or modeled Yertical extent of t ropical 
fil ament is about 100 K () (~ 5 km). Plumb et al. 1994. for example. report aerosollidar 
obsen ·ations of tropical intrusions into the Arctic Yortex with shallow Yertical structure. 
from -!00-500 K () (14-19 km), and Waugh et al. 1994 used ER-2 data to find t ropical 
fi laments at mid-lat itudes in the same alt itude range. The Waugh 1996 simula tion pro-
duced some filaments considerably thinner than t his: many of the filaments on their -125 
K urface could not be t raced to the 500 I\: leYel less than -! km abm·e. 
De pite the differences in filament structure. both the middle and lowermost strato-
sphere appeared in the Chen et al. 1994 and Waugh 1996 studie to be regions of strong 
filamenta tion . with t he intermediate altitude far less acth·e. In each of these studies. 
CA calculations were run on three different B-leYels from the middle to the lowermost 
stratosphere: 1100, 600 and 400 K in Chen et al. , and 850. 500. and 425 K in Waugh 
Both studies showed a far greater Yolume of air transported at the middle- and lowermost-
stratosphere leYels. with comparat iYely litt le at the intermediate leYel. 1 This separat ion 
reinforces the suggestion that the middle and lo\\·ermost stratosphere represent two dis-
t inct region with distinct filamentation processes. Indeed . what t ransport ''"as found a t 
the intermediate lewl in VJ augh 1996 appeared to be not a separate process but simply a 
by-product of fi lamentation in the lowermost stratosphere. The authors noted that ''"hile 
some fi laments appeared only on their -!25 I\: surface, any fil ament that appeared in t he 
simulation a t 500 K could in fact be traced to the -125 I\: surface. That is. transport at 
500 K occurred only wheneYer lmYermo t t ratosphere filaments became thick enough to 
extend to tha t leYel. 
3.1.3 Discussion 
Resul ts from the simula t ions discussed above suggest that the lowermo t stratosphere 
forms a distinct regime from the middle stratosphere. separated from the middle strato-
sphere b~· a rela tiYely inert region. It remains an outstanding quest ion whether t hat 
1 Becau e of the drop in densit_,. of air ''"it h alt itude. howewr. the mass flux in thP middle st ratosphere 
is still Ies than that at 500 K. 
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distinction extends to the dynamical forcing of the two alti t ude region . Although the 
W augh 1996 simula tion found that poleward-moving filaments at all levels exhibited the 
same ea onal behavior. wit h a sharp increase in activity in late September. the differences 
between B-le,·els led the authors to peculate that filaments in the lowermost stratosphere 
may be responding to tropospheric d isturbances rather than wave breaking at higher al-
t it udes. Rossby-wave breaking may not influence dynamics just above the tropopause; 
the lower stratosphere has far lmver ampli tude planetary waves than the middle strato-
sphere. and zonal 'vinds in the lowermost stratosphere follow t ropospheric rather t han 
stratospheric pa tterns ( -13) . The inferences from t rajectory simulations have also not 
been validated by observationa l dat a in the lower stratosphere. Although CA. and RDF 
simulations can be compared to middle tratospheric satell ite data, and ha,·e been shom 1 
to reproduce individual profiles from in-situ measurements well. there has as yet been no 
ystematic et of fine-scale lower t rato pheric observations over several seasons to which 
the imulations could be compared . Both ,·alida tion and determining the characteristics 
of lo\\·er stratospheric filamentation require an in-situ tracer data et taken over everal 
sea on . and with sufficient vert ical range to clarify a connection between the lowermost 
stratosphere and the troposphere. \Ye report here observations from the POL.-\RIS a ir-
craft campaign in April-September 1997. the firs t in-situ da ta et \vhich can sen ·e this 
purpose. 
3.2 POLARIS dataset 
3.2.1 Mission description 
T he POLARIS {Photochemistry of Ozone Loss in the Arctic Region In Summer) mission 
consisted of a series of aircraft and balloon flights over a six-month period based primarily 
out of f airbanks, Alaska, at 65 _· latitude {-18) . .-\payload of twenty instruments obtained 
simultaneous in-sit'u measurements of a \vide variety of t racers in the Arctic lo\\·er strato-
sphere: meteorological ,·ariables, aerosol . long- and shorter-liwd transport t racers. and 
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reactiYe species. Although t he primar~' goal of the mission was to stud~· processes driYing 
ummert ime ozone losses, the mission also proYided a systematic Yiew of transport pro-
cesses in the high-latitudes lower stratosphere OYer several seasons. I\ASXs ER-2 aircraft 
made 25 flights into and out of Fairbanks in t hree separate deployments between April 
and September 1997. carrying a nearly identical instrument payload each t ime. 2 \Ye 
report here in-situ measurements of CO and N2 0 from the ALIAS (Aircraft Laser In-
frared Absorpt ion Spectrometer) instrument from the 21 flights on which the instrument 
was aboard the aircraft (see also 28, 27). The repeated flights allowed us to obtain a 
baseline characterization of the structure and seasonal Yariation of fi lamentation in t he 
lower stratosphere owr long period to compare to the results of t rajectory simulations. 
3.2.2 Transport tracers 
CO and ::.1 20 are a complementary pair of transport tracers: the combination of the two 
measurements allm,·s us to determine the residence time of air in the lower stra tosphere 
oyer a span from weeks to years. Air in most of the stratosphere is generally assumed 
to haYe entered at the tropical tropopause (at 380 K e) and then moved Up\\·ard and 
poleward. Species t hat undergo photochemical losses in the stratosphere will thus show 
gradients from tropics to pole, with stronger gradients for species with shorter lifetimes, 
until the limit that lifet ime becomes so short that a species reaches photochemical steady 
state. For tracers with appropriate lifetimes, measurement of tracer concent ration thus 
pro,·ides an estimate of the ··age·· since the air entered the stratosphere. This estimate 
is good to only first order. since photolysis rates and reactant concentrations generall~· 
,·ary t hroughout in the stratosphere. so that the age/loss relationship is a function of 
the trajectory that air has tra,·eled . In the lo"·er stratosphere. howe,·er, the bulk of 
mass flux is simple isentropic outflow from the tropics. and mean ages can be calculated 
with reasonable certainty. at least for t he ··oyerworld .. region abow 380 I-\: e. Below 
380 1\: . in the ··middle"·orld .. region " ·here the tropopause !ant. down tmYard the poles. 
2 Deployment dates were April 2-l- 1\Iay 13. June 26- J uly 10. and September 8 - 21. 
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isentrope cro s the tropopause. and isentropic transport pulls in air not from the tropical 
stratosphere but from the mid- or high-latitudes upper troposphere. Boundar~· conditions 
are generally less well knom1 here than at the tropical tropopause. and can Yary with 
latitude. Howe,·er. tracer measurements in the middleworld can still provide good age 
estimates for species that are well-mixed in the troposphere. and generall~· provide at 
least a qualitatiw diagnostic of recentl~·-tropospheric air. 
CO i a short-li,·ed tracer of tropospheric origin with Teo ~ 3 months in the strato-
sphere. and therefore a strong gradient from tropics to pole. (See Appendi.'l:. -1.) This 
make it ideal for diagnosing young air in the lowermost stratosphere (350 1\: < (} < -150) . 
.-\t 380 K by the time air in the lowermost stratospheric reaches the latitude of Fairbanks. 
its CO mixing ratio has typically fallen to nearly half of its tropical value (~ 25 ppb as 
opposed to > --10 ppb at the tropical tropopause). Filaments of recent t ropical origin. with 
minimal photochemical losses. are therefore clearly identifiable in CO measurements. CO 
provides a greater sensitivity to young air at near-tropopause alt itudes than any other 
tracer measured by current or pa t ER-2 payloads. 
CO can prm·ide no information about the age of ai r at higher a ltitudes. where mean 
air age is older and [CO] approaches it photochemical steady-state value. 3 Above -150 K 
(} the longer-liYed ::\2 0 becomes the more useful tracer. \\'ith T~2o ~ --10 years in the lower 
stratosphere, ·' a far weaker meridional gradient in t he lowermost stratosphere. but by 
-1501\: the difference between tropical and Fairbanks background ::\20 profiles is 15-25o/c .. 
sufficient for detection of tropical air. ::\20 is also an ideal tracer for diagnosing outflow 
of photochemicall~· older air from t hr polar vortex. since vortex mixing ratios of ~20 are 
se,·erely depressed, sho,,·ing losses of > 75o/c from the Fairbanks background. 
Simultaneous measurements of CO and ::\2 0 during POLARIS thus allo"· identification 
of both tropical and vortex air in the rntire range from tropopause to ER-2 cruise altitude 
(see figure 3.5). Pre,·ious studies of filamentation have used other in-situ ER-2 data to 
:l~ 12 ppb from ER-2 measurements 
1The photochemical lifetime of :\20 is a . trong function of altitude. since :\2 0 is lost predominantly 
by photodissociatiou. 
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Yalidate trajectory calculations (e.g. 1-1). but without CO Yalidations were not extended 
below about -1201\: into the lo"·ermost . tratosphere. The POLARIS configuration proYides 
us with an unprecedented Yiew of transport processes throughout the lmYer stratosphere. 
3.2.3 ALIAS instrument 
ALIAS i a four-channel tunable diode laser (TDL) scanning absorption spectrometer that 
measure ga concentrations in the upper troposphere and stratosphere from the ER-2 
research aircraft (16). In its POL.\RIS configuration. simultaneous measurements ,,·ere 
obtained of CO. CH-t. :'\20 and HCl. CO and :'\20 are measured on a single channel. at 
2190 cm- 1 (-1.6 11m). ''"ith absorption spectra taken at a 10Hz rate and summed to produce 
0.3 Hz reported data. The horizontal re olution of individual data points is then < 200 
meters. The pres m e-broadening threshold of the target absorption lines is ::::::: -100 mb: 
in B coordinate data is obtained from typically 310 K (7.5 km) to ER-2 cruise altitude 
at 500-530 K (19-20 km). _\s the ER-2 climbs to cruise altitude in about -15 minutes 
(and descends in 30). this yields ::::::: TOO (500) data points per ascent (descent) profile. 
i\Ieasurement precision is on the order of 0. 7 ppb and absolute accuracy 5o/c. , although 
flight-to-flight measurements compare more closely. ALIAS has flmm on numerous ER-2 
missions. and ALIAS CO and I 20 data from the 1995-1996 tropical STRAT mission 
arc used here as well for comparison to the high-latitudes mixing ratios observed during 
POL\RIS. 
3.2.4 Flight patterns 
The POLARIS mission is unique among in-situ datasets for its long-term. repeated coY-
erage of the same airspace. To takE> adYantage of that characteri tic . the data used in 
the bulk of this analysis are restricted to a limited region around Fairbanks. The flight 
patterns flown by the ER-2 during POLARIS ranged from long urvey flights to pho-
tochemistry flights in which t he plane made repeated E-\\" transects at cruise altitude, 
to .. stack flights .. " ·here the plane a. cended in a stairstep pattern sampling different e-
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altitudes. Of that data '';e use ascents and de cents out of Fairbanks. or. for flights in 
"·hich the aircraft made repeated passes 0\·cr the airfield. data restricted to a limited 
footprint. C ing the full dataset ,,·ould bias filament detection to ER-2 cruise altitude 
(500-5-10 K B). and ,,·ould incorporate diws in randomly distributed locations. All Fair-
banks takeoffs and landings were made from the same location. the Ft. \Yainwright Army 
base. Since the ER-2 climb rapidly. the median projection of an ascent or descent is 
31.) km. of t he same order as the typical horizontal extent of fine filaments reported in 
simulations. In those flights with an atypicall~- slow ascent (5 of 21 ) we restrict the data 
to a 500 km radius around Fairbanks. 
3.2.5 Meteorology 
It hould be noted that although climatological conditions \\ ere normal during the summf r 
and fa ll POLARIS deployments. the spring deployment was highly atypical. 1991 a,,. the 
late t breakup of the Arctic polar Yortex in -12 years of recorded radiosonde ob erYations 
(15). \\'bile mean breakup date is the end of }.larch. in 1997 the ,-ortex did not break 
up until at least the end of April. and by some criteria the beginning of l\ lay. The 
ER-2 therefore sampled polar conditions that would t~·pically haw occurred a month 
farlier. Obsen·ations of Yortex air during POLARIS should be interpreted in this light. 
Temperatures in YOrtex ''"ere also record lows in 1997. although it is not clear whether this 
would affect transport from the t ropics. The " ·inter of 1997-8 was comparatively normal. 
with the Yortex forming again as usual in mid-October 1997. 
}.lean t ropopause height abO\·e Fairbanks during POLARIS "·as :::::::: 320 K (8.8 km). 
Tropopause identification \Yas made using data from the l\Iicrowaw Temperature Profiler 
instrument on the ER-2 payload in combination with local temperature and pressure mea-
surements made by the ER-2·s :-..nrs meteorological system: e t imated error in t ropopause 
altitude for indiYidual flight is 100 m. 
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3.3 Observed filamentation 
3.3.1 Overview 
During the six months of the POLARIS campaign, the ER-2 sa"· in the lower strato-
sphere abow Fairbanks repeated incursions of air t hat was chemically indistinguishable 
from tropical air. The tropical signature in these incursions wa consistent in all measured 
t ransport tracers on the ER-2. among them CO. ' 2 0 H2 0 . C02 . CH4 . and CFC-11 . Of 
these CO pro,·ided the most sensit iw diagnostic of young air in the lowermost strato-
phere. Background CO profil es above Fairbanks a re depleted in CO by ~ 509C from 
tropical mixing ratios. as would be expected for air that entered the strato phere several 
months previous. In many flights. ho" ·ever. t he ER-2 passed through air wi th CO mixing 
ratios characteri tic of the tropics (or, below 380 1-\: . the low-la tit udes upper troposphere) . 
Bulges of high-CO. presumably young air are evident in many of the CO profiles mea-
sured by ALIAS during P OLARIS. shown in figures 3.2.3.3.and 3.-L Plotted in the same 
figures for comparison are the seasonal median CO profiles obtained in the deep tropics 
b~· the same inst rument during the 1996 STRAT campaign. \\'e interpret these feature 
as filaments or streamers of air that have mO\·ed isentropicall.' · from lower latitudes to 
65~ rapid!~· enough to experience no measurable photochemical loss of CO. 
3.3.2 Seasonality 
The obsen ·ed filamentat ion is strongly seasonal. present on more t han half the days in 
the spring and fall deployments. but ent irely absent in summer. The difference between 
the highly ,·ariable spring and fall and the near-uniformity of summer profiles is striking. 
T hi seasonal pa t tern is similar to the beha,·ior noted in the long-term trajectory studies 
of Waugh 1996 and Chen et al. 1994. but while those studies showed onl~· a reduction 
in filamentation during summer months. the P OL\RIS da ta sho"· a ,·irtua l cessation of 
activity. The apparent cessation may be an art ifact of t he fact that we sample only at 65~. 
If summer filaments are not only sparser hut a lso slower, the.' · may not reach Fairbanks 
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figurr :3.2: CO profiles oYrr Fairbanks obtained cluriug thP :-,pring ckploymrut of the 
POL:\ l1TS campaign. The colored lines represent Fairbank:-, data on indiYidual flight 
dates hetwrrn .-\pril 2-! and :.!a~· 1:3. 199/: the dashed lines are tropical mean profiles 
ohtain!'d during the 199G TRAT campaign. The mean bac-kground fairbanks profile 
~how nwrkc•d loss of CO 0\·er the I ropical mixing ratio:--. (to ~ :30 ppb h<'l \\W'n 350---100 
1\. B). hn t UHln_,. profilrs :-,llO\Y narrmY r<'giuns of euhauced CO \Yit h no measma hle loss. 
Tlw'->r an' intcrprrted as filaments of · ·~·oung .. air recent!~- arriwd from the tropics. The 
10\Y-C'O ,·altws on 9/0.J09 ar(' rPal. and n'fl<'ct mixture of w·ry old air from the dec-aying 
polar nn·lex. The local tropopau:-,<· :-,it:-, al ~ 3:30 h. e (11 km): C'O ,·alnPs ris<' sharpl~- in 
I h<' I ropo:--.plt<'r<' lwlmr. 
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Figure :3.3: Fairbanks ~ummcr CO profile~. Filament ar_,. ac-t i ,. it,· in t h<' lmw'r st ra tosphcrc 
i!-> now almost nonrxistcnt. A slight enhancement iu CO occm~ on 9106:30. but C'YC'n that 
remains below tropical ,-alm's. The incn'a~e in CO on'r spring profile~ hPlo\\· 3.].) K fl is 
d uc to inc-reased mixing of troposphPric- air into t hr middlrworld stratosphere: r hat air 
may be loc-al in origin. ThP sumnwr increase in middle\Yorld mixing is a m _,ll-established 
phenomenon (<' .g. 06). 
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Figure :3.-l: Fairbanks fall CO profiles. Filamentary artiYity around the 380 I\: () lewl 
is again trong. resembling the spring profiles. The C'O enhancement obsen-rcl bet \H'rn 
:380--!10 K () on Sept. 1-1th and 1-3th represents the same persistent filamrnt: the a ircraft 
trajec-tor.,- struc-k the c-ore of the filament only on the 1:) th . This filament is associated 
"·ith adwerion from rhe on•nmrld all the \Ya~- dom1 to the loc-al tropopause. On other 
days. mixing of tropospheric air into the lm,·est middle\Yorld stratosphere is reduc-ed from 
its summer peak. 
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before mixing irreYersibly with ambient air. One of the summer flight . 970630. does show 
some traces of enhanced-CO air. in the 390--!10 K region. but the CO mixing ratios are 
well below tropical. If this enhancement represents the remnants of a tropical filament. 
then tran port time must haYe been slo\\· enough to allmY either dilution by mixing or 
much greater photochemical losses thau in spring or fall. 
3.3.3 Vertical extent and distribution 
Filamentary actiYity in t hese data is also a strong function of altitude. \Ye find that 
filaments of young air are strongly concentrated around 380--!20 K at and just aboYe the 
le,·el of the tropical tropopause. and often are seen only in this restricted alti t ude region. 
Since wind shear often produces slanting filaments. the one-dimensional slice through 
an indiYidual filament that the ER-2 pro,·ides can be misleading. and the filament may 
actually be deeper than the 20-30 I~ e range transected by the ER-2. :\ewrtheless. it 
is possible to dra\Y inferences about alt itude distribution of filamrnt from the complete 
sample of POLARIS obserYat ions. The full dataset make it clear that tropical filamen-
tation in the lowermost stratosphere is ··capped·· sharply at the -!20 K leYel. \\ .. heneYer 
deeper filaments are obserwd. they exteucl dmYm,·ards from the 380--!20 I~ region all t he 
\Yay to the local tropopause. and possibly below it (e.g. 970511 in figure 3.2). but never 
upwards into t he m·en,·orld. 
Day-by-clay comparisons with :\2 0 mixing ratios. which proYicle better age discrim-
ination at higher altitudes. shmY that the apparent cap is not simply an art ifact of the 
fa lloff in CO \Yith altitude. Figure 3.5 shows :\20 and CO on a representatiYe ascent 
and descent during the spring deployment (970513). referenced to the median Fairbanks 
profiles aucl compared \Yi th median tropical profiles. This type of figure clear!~· sho\YS t hat 
the combination of .:\20 and CO measurements proYicles sensiti,·it~· to ~·oung air t hrough-
out the entire ER-2 altitude range. On this clay. tropical-Yalued air i clearly apparent 
in both CO and l\20 at 380 ~~ 8. though the enhancement OYer background is a factor 
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figurr 3 .. ): CO ami ~20 on·r Fairbank. on 910513. ThP dots arr flight data. referenePcl 
to thr Fairbanks mrrlian spring profil<'. The dashed linf' reprrsrnts the median tropical 
profilr. from STR.-\T data. again rPfPn'IH.wl to the median Fairbanks profile~. The clashed 
lin<' thus map our the altituc!Ps ,,·hrrr Pach tracf'r can discriminatP lwt,,·ren tropical and 
mran Fairbanb air. CO i:-. most srnsitiw a, an indicator of ·' ·otmg air at :350 K and is 
usrful up to ~ -120 1(: ~20 is insrusiti,·r in th<' lo\Yennost stratosplwre hut hecom<'s a 
uspful indicator abow -120 T(. ~ore hrn' tlw incursion of tropical-Yahl('d air at 3 0 k 
appar<'nt in both CO and :\2 0 and the filament of old (Yortex shPd) air apparrut only in 
:\20 at -!50 K Because the nwdian CO profilr on:r Fairbanks is dosP to photochemical 
stead~- statf'. CO is a poor indicator of old air. 
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at higher altitudes. Inspection all other flight data OYer Fairbanks shows that t his is a 
uuiw rsal feature. The dataset contains no obserYations of .' ·otmg air abm·e -120 K. 
3.3.4 Vortex filaments 
Although the focus of this study is the t ropical filaments which carry some or all of the 
merid iona l circula tion in t he lower stratosphere. the la tE' breakup of the .-\rctic , ·ortex 
in 199/ a llowed us to also obst>n ·e fil aments shedding off the polar ,·ortex throughout 
t he spring and ewn summer deployments. The )120 in figure 3.5. which shows no CO-
enhanced young a ir aboYe -120 I...: . does show a layer of CO- depleted air at -150 I...:; the same 
feat ure is Yisible \\·eakly in CO. Similar intrusions of t racer-deplett>d. chemically .. old .. air 
were Yisible on many days during the spring and summer deployments and a lmo t certain!.'· 
represent remnants of the polar ,·ortex. Cnlike tropical filaments. the \'Ortex remnants 
were distributed throughout the lmYer strato phere. and were in fact more predominant 
near ER-2 cruise altit ude than in the lo\\·ermost stratosphere. A deep slab of CO-depleted 
YOrtex air " ·as apparent in the lowermost stratosphere on 970509. from 330--100 I...: . and a 
shallmYer intrusion at -100--120 K on the 970511 stack flight. just abow a tropical filament 
(figure 3.2) . On 970-130. Yortex air with ::\2 0 depleted to< 190 ppb was eYident at 500 K. 
Surprisingly. the ER-2 continued to encounter persistent Yortex remnants O\'er Fairbanks 
throughout t he ummer. All t he \'Ortex filaments obserw d in summer Ia.'· close to ER-2 
cruise altitude. at 500-5-10 K. o it " ·as not possible to determine t heir Yert ical extent. 
::\20 mixing ra tios in these filaments reached a low as < 50 ppb. indicating undiluted air 
from the Yortex core that had yet to mix with its surroundings more than two months 
after Yortex breakup. 
3.3.5 Higher-latitude data 
The subset of ER-2 data discus t>d abow was confined to the airspace aboYe Fairbanks o 
that no sampling bias would be introduced. For tht> purpose of examining the robustness 
of the -120 K cap obserYed on t ropical filament . howeYer. we expand t he da taset in 
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Figure 3.6: :\2 0 ou the polar flight of 910126. The aircraft diw "·a. BH"\d(' at the pole 
itself. On the approach to thr pol€'. bet\\"P<'n L:i00-2000 km from tlH' airfield. the ER-2 
passed through a region of air with rnhan<·cd :\20 mixing ratios: :\2 0 in part of this region 
reachrd tropical \·alue::.. This _,·oung air lay n-C'll ,,·ithin the till-exi. taut polar Yortex. 
this !->rction to include all _\rctic latitudes (> .)Q:\). Thih rxpausiou adds data almost 
<·xdusiwly in thr 500-5-10 I~ region "·here the ER-2 c-ruises. In all 21 high-latitudes 
POLARIS flights \H' find only one <'xamplr of young air at altitudes higher than --±20 
I\. and that <'xamplr comes from a flight to the north pol<:' on 9104:26. just b<'fore ,·ortcx 
breakup. \\"ell inside the polar Yortex. at 19- 2 :\latitude. the ER-2 pa!->::,('d through a 150 
km !->lretc-h of air with near-tropical :\20 ,-alues (figure 3.6). and pa!->:-,<'d through it again 
011 thr n'turn from the pole. Thr fil<UlH'llt appears to be an intrusiou into rhr ,·ortc·x dra\YII 
polr"·ards during the proces:-, of Yort('X lm·akup. much a!-> d~'!->nilwd b~· Pllltnb tf al. 1994 
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in their study of t he 1992 Arctic ,·ortex. The lone example of a higher-altitude tropical 
fil ament during POLARIS then appears to be dri,·en by ,·ery different processes than 
the recurring lo,,·-altitude filamentation that i · capped at -120 K. The dominant type of 
fi lamentation in the POLARIS dataset i this lo\\·-a lti tude tropical transport. and for the 
remainder of thi chapter. the term '·filaments'· will be used to refer to this phenomenon 
alone. 
3.3.6 Filament and background profile ages 
If the initial mixing ratio of CO entering the tratosphere aero s the 3 0 K e surface 
(the height of the t ropical tropopau e) is known. CO can be used as a photochemical 
clock to determine the age of air in the observed fil aments. However. although CO is 
the most sensitin? marker for young air in the lowermost stratosphere, uncerta inties in 
this initial mixing ratio make it not ideal for providing a quantitatiw age estimat e. The 
inhomogeneity of CO in the upper troposphere and the limited set of in-situ t ropical 
measurements introduces uncertainty in the inferred age. \Ye use estimated initial values 
for CO here to place a range on filament ages. The lower limit for filament age is clearly 
0 da~·s . since filament mixing ratios of CO and l\72 0 are in some cases greater than ,·alues 
measured in t he tropics at corresponding e le,·els. \\""e deri,·c an approximate upper limit 
for the t ransport time from tropics to Fairbank latitudes from using estimated CO init ial 
mixing ratio of 50± 5 ppb. \\""e model photochemical loss and production of CO during 
it transport polewards (See Appendix 4 for details) using measured OH and modeled 
Cl and 0 1 D from the STRAT and POLARIS ER-2 campaigns over the full equator-pole 
latitude range to obtain an upper limit of ~ one week on the age of the strongest ob en·ed 
filaments. 
These ages are verified by usi11g measured mixing ratios of C02. which provide a more 
quantitati,·e age for air that i identifiably recent in origin (again. see Appendix -1) . The 
mixing ratios of simultaneously measured water ,·apor also confirm the young age of air 
in filaments. This combina tion of ER-2 tracers provides a consistent vie" · of an age for 
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POLARIS filaments on the order of da~·s. 
Air ages deriwd from the background CO profil es. which sho"· significant photochemi-
cal loss. yield a ,·alue for mean age of approximately three month . This age doe not vary 
seasonally: slight shifts between deployments in CO mixing ratios at -115 I\: and abO\·e 
are due to seasonal changes in the value of photochemical steady state. not to transport 
processes. The background CO profiles from 380 to -115 I\: are remarkably constant in all 
sea ons. 
3.4 Back-trajectory calculations 
3.4.1 RDF calculations 
To relate the small slice of air the ER-2 ob en·cs above Fairbanks to a \vider picture of 
atmo pheric motions. trajectory simulations were run for each flight day. All imulations 
u e the remote domain filling (RDF) technique described in section 3.1.2. A grid of 
points is establi heel and then adwcted bacbnuds over a 10-day period according to the 
prevailing winds in an assimilated dataset. e tablishing the previous position of that air 
parcel. The value of that 10-day-previous potential vorticity (P\") is then plotted on the 
original grid. P\. is used rather than latitude because it better discriminates between 
air on either side of the subtropical mixing barrier: t he apparent barrier can be irregular 
\Yith latitude. The resulting plots show atmospheric structure at a resolution far belO\,. 
the gridscale of the original data. .\ll simulations were carried out by Paul :\ewman of 
the Goddard Space Flight Center. For each flight day. trajector~· calculations were run 
at four () levels throughout the lower stratosphere - 350. -100, -150. and 500 K - over a 
large portion of the northern hemisphere. Curtain plots \vere also generated for a few 
specific flight days, coYering onl.v the area of the flight path but with a much finer grid of 
() levels. The GSFC/Data A. imilation Office (DAO) winds were used for the four-level 
plots. and the ~CEP f :\CAR reanalyses for the curtain plots. All simulation were run 
by an automated script " ·ith no possibility of adjustment to or bias from the obserTed 
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CO patterns. 
3.4.2 Comparison with observations 
The POLARIS dataset proYides a unique opportunity for Yalidating t rajectory simula-
tion . . Although Waugh 1996 noted that the positions of simulated filaments differ strongly 
according to which set of assimilated winds was used in the calculations, they had no ob-
erYational data with which to compare their simulation results. Here we find that both 
the DAO and ~~IC winds reproduce the obsen·ed filamentation e,·ents remarkably "·ell. 
not only replicating the general trends but capturing details seen on individual flights. 
The simulations support the inference from ER-2 data that filamentation in the lowermost 
stratosphere is capped at 420 K, but also suggest that some of the obserYed fi laments are 
deeper than is apparent in the ER-2 transects, reaching down through the middle"·orld 
to the local tropopause. 
Seasonality in simulations 
The RDF results show the same ea onal trend as the ob en ·ed filaments. with actiYity 
strong in the spring and fall deployments and absent in summer. Figure 3. 7.3.8, and 3.9 
show individual days from spring. summer. and fall deployments (970511. 970630, and 
970915), with the flight track superimposed. These are not completely representatiYe: the 
spring and fall clays sho"·n are those with the strongest filamentation eYiclent in the CO 
data. Tho e features are \Yell-reproduced in these simulations. Both spring and fall sho"· 
noticeable gradients in P\' at the lowe t e ]e,·els. and incliYiclual filaments of low-latitudes 
air moYing through them in the 10-da~· time cale of the calculations. Although the P\' 
gradients at 350 and -100 I\: e on 970511 likely reflect the residue of the polar Yortex. 
which broke up se,·eral weeks preYiously. on 970915 the Yortex wa. still a month away 
from forming. The increasing P\ . grad ients in September instead reflect the tropospheric 
subtropical jet. which shifts north and trengthens in the fall (figure 3.10). The summer 
simulation. b.'· contrast. is near!~· featureless at alllewls. If filamentation i occurring at all 
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Tue Oct 28 10:52:52 1997 
Blaclt: ttl tr1tc:lt • '-5K 
MPV _197051200_GN1X1_X_ 
Figure 3.1: Remote domain-filling trajecrory calculations for 910511. wlten the ER-2 
made repeated passes through a \Wll-definC'd filamrnt of .'·oung air. The four panels sho"· 
calculation at four 8-leYeb: filauwntary act i ,·ity appears in t hr 3.50 and -100 I\: Je,·eL~ hut 
i~ ab ·ent at higher alt it udrs. The blue fields represent young air and tlw red fields the 
remnant!-> of the deca~·ing polar nntex: not<' r hat r hr t\\-o are corr<'lated. PspeciallY on the 
100 1\: surface. The ER-2 flight track i .. hmm in \Yhite and black. "·ith the black segment 
rrpresrnting that part of tlw flight path that intersects the corresponding 0 lewl. On 
thr -100 I\" l<>wl. the flight path crosses from young air into much oldN ,·ortex air. Th is 
fc>aturr is wrll reproduced in the flight data. 
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Figure :3. : RDF calculation Oil 910630. "·hen the ER-2 mad~ irs s~cond POLARIS stac-k 
flight. Thr abs(~nce of filamentar~- actiYity and of strong P\" gradient~ is characterisitic 
of all rlw su!lmH~r flights . 
in sumnH'r. it i!-> ~low enough that it cannot br capt urecl b,- a 1 0-day back t rajPc-tory. \"" ot e 
that thi.., dor!-, not imply that filam<'nt!-, mu~r han' mixed \Yith ~IUT0111Hiiug air. but simpl~­
that thP !-,imulation itself cannot r<'produc~ motion. that takP placr 011 longN timcscaks. 
\"o summn ~imulation reproducrd thr Yortrx filaments obserwd at .)00 h:. for ~xampl~. 
brcaus<' thos<' features had fonnrd more than ten clays pre,·iou~J~-. The featurE'Iessness of 
the summrr simulat ions clors imp!~-. though. that thr lack of obs<'ITat ions of tropical air 
owr Fairbanks "·a::, not imply thP r<'!-,U]t of fi lamrnt motions stoppiug at lower latitud('::,. 
If filcuuPHt at ion is occurriHg in t hP lmn'r ~tra ro~plwr~ in sumnH'r. it nmst br ~ignificant l~-
!-,)0\n'r tha11 in ot lwr seasons. 



















Wed Oct 29 12:02:21 1!197 
Black: fft track +1-5K · '-...1. 
UPV_I97091518_GX1X1_FH6_X_EB10_SASN.CDB 
-............._ 
970915 18Z, theta:500 K 
~· 
Figure 3.9: R Of calculat ions on 91091.). " ·hcn the ER-2 flrw through thc core of a \\Til-
defined filament of .' ·oung air. The formation of :::.trong P \ . gradirnt. on tlw lower e le,·els 
i · at.!:>otiated " ·ith the pole,rarcl mon'lll<'lll of the tropo:,pheric subt ropiud jPt and i · seen 
r hroughou t the fall d<'ploymPnt. TlH' polar Yorrex has not .Yet formed at this time. and 
thNP is no incn•ase in P\. grad ient ar hig h<•r () kn'ls. :\ote the slanting front of the 
filament. ''"h ich extPnds further pol<'" ·ard at :3.)0 I~ than at -!00 I~. 
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Figure 3.10: Zonal winds from spring-fall. \Vinds are from the UIOIO assimilated dataset 
(courtesy of Gloria Manney). 
Vertical extent 
The trajectory simulations confirm the 420 K cap to tropical filamentation in the lower 
stratosphere. In figure 3.9, for example, the structure apparent at 350 and -lOO K is absent 
by -!50 K. This figure also illustrates the underestimation of filament depth that flight 
tracks can produce. In the ER-2 data, this filament appeared as a narrow layer between 
385 and 420 K, with CO Yalues decreasing sharply below 385 K (figure 3.4). The RDF 
plots show a a deep poleward-slanting filament extending down to at least 350 K, with 
the ER-2 flight path intersecting only a narrow region of it. (The flight track is shown in 
white. with that part which intersects each e level highlighted in black) . The 420 K cap 
holds for all simulated flight days, in agreement with the ER-2 CO and 2 0 obserYations: 
no simulation produces tropical filaments on the -150 or 500 K levels except for the 970426 
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vortex intrusion, even in those areas not sampled by the ER-2. 
Stack flight cor resp onden ce 
The spring stack flight on 970511 provided the best opportunity for testing the positional 
accuracy of the trajectory simulations. The aircraft fl ew six different constant altitude 
legs from the tropopause to ER-2 cruise altitude, co,·ering a wider range of airspace above 
Fairbanks than on a simple ascent and descent. 970511 represented the only stack flight 
made from Fairbanks during the acti,·e spring or fall period; the one summer stack flight 
obviously crosses no features that could be correlated with the simulations. During the 
970511 fl ight. howe,·er, the aircraft repeatedly crossed back and forth between a fi lament 
of tracer-enhanced tropical air on one end of the stacks and a region of tracer-depleted 
air at the other. The result ing spread in CO values on each stack is apparent in figure 
3.11 . Figure 3.12 shows the same CO data in 2-dimensional space. l\Iidway through the 
350 K flight leg the aircraft passed into a region of young, high-CO air, continued in it 
up to 390 K, and then passed out of it midway through the 390 K leg. Those features are 
reproduced in the sirnulation of figure 3.13. Simulation and data also agree in the patch 
of CO-depleted old air traversed on the ascent to the 430 K leg. 
The positional accuracy of the filament in the simulation can in fact be determined 
direct ly by the flight track alone in figure 3.13 without reference to the CO data. Be-
cause the aircraft flew at constant pressure-levels, but temperatures within the filament 
were four degrees colder than the surrounding air, each crossing of t he fi lament boundary 
appears as a sharp drop in e. Comparison of those jumps with the simulation contours 
suggests that the simulation mispositions the fi lament edges by about a hundred kilome-
ters on both the 350 and 390 K legs. The simulation is less accurate at lower () levels, 
showing the filament extending no further than 3-15 K while the data clearly show that 
the aircraft fle\Y in tropical air for much of the lowest two stacks as well , down to 320 K. 
.-\!though the color scale of figure 3.12 resoh·es the lower stacks poorly, the spread in CO 
on these levels is apparent in figure 3.2. (These two stacks are not shown in figure 3.13.) 
Iu general , however, the correspondence between simulation and data is surprisingly good, 
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Figur<> 3.11: 910011 stack flight CO compared to tropical and fairbanks m<>diau profiles. 
Thr dustrrs of point::. at the :3:2.). :3.)0. 390. -l:--10. and --190 h: e lC'YPls r<'prr!:>f'Ut the legs of 
tlw ~tack flight. On the 32.). 3.)Q. and 390 I( legs thr aircraft :,ampkd a large range of 
CO mixing ratios. from hPlO\Y t lw mrdian fair hanks profile ro at or a how the tropical 
nduP. \ \'e intprpret this data to m<'Hil that t h<> flight lt>gs no~sPd t lu' <'dgr of a filament 
of young air. and sampled also ,·ort<'x air that "·a~ pullC'd alongsidP thr filament. as often 
happens in filamentation Pn'nts. Figun' 3. 12 C'Onfirms this interpretation. 
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figure 3.12: CO 011 th0 9/ 0511 stack flight CO. in a 2D YiP\\". Thr 323. 3-:lO. and :390 K lrgs 
shu"· a consistf'llt gradient in CO. "·ith high Yalues OYN fairbanks and sub-normal n1hH'S 
at thr end of thr fl ight track. T he• anomalous ndurs on Pac-h lrg are clearly eorn•lated. 
rsprrially gin•n that Waugh 1996 rrported that the position: of filamrnt:-. dniwd from 
diffcrr11t datasE't!-> of inferred "·incls ran cliff0r by man~· hundrE'ds of kilomC't<'r!->. 
3. 5 Discussion 
Th0 POL\ R IS c-alllpaign pro,·idcd t lw fir:-. t opport unit_,. to look s_,·st em at icall_,. at rapid 
transport ewnt~ in t hr 10\n' mto:.-,t :.-,t ratosplH'rc'. Both obsrrn1t ions a11cl t raj ret or_,. simula-
tion:-. prrsrnt<'d IH'r<' :-.uggest that rhr IO\Y<'rHIOst . trarosph<'r<' b a rPgion of int<'n:-.P filanwn-
tar~· acti,·ity. "·ith indiYidual filaments rxrrudi11g from --1:20 T\: do\\"11 to 1war-tropopausp 
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Figurr 3.13: RDF calculations of the stac·k flight of 910511. The flight track is shmm in 
\Yhite: the 10-day-preYious P\. in color. TIH' color scale is inn.'rt(•d from that of figure 
:3.12: bl uc now represents lmY P\". or tropical air. and reel represc>nts high-P\ ·. polar air. 
The simulation here corresponds almost exact l.Y to the in-sil u data. with the lowc:st three 
flight legs passing between young air dose ro Fairbanks and old air at the end of the 
stack legs. The actual filanH'nt edg<' can lw S<'Pn clear!~· in the flight track itsc•lf. The 
ER-2 fir"· rach stack at a constant pressur<' leYel: any abrupt change in temperature rhus 
producl's a sharp change in 0. Tlw filamPnt temperature "·as measmwl at -lu cooler than 
thr surrounding air. \Yi th tlw flight track plotted in 8 coordinal<>s t lw filament edges 
arr rradi 1_,. apparent at :=:::: -! 10 km from Fair hanks. Comparison with the rclge:, of the 
sinndatPd filament shO\YS that thP HOF calculat ions place the filamt'llt \\·ithin .)0 km of 
its obsNwd locatiou. 
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leYel but actiYity cea ing sharply abon• -120 K. The POLARIS dataset also represents 
t he first long-term set of in-situ obsen·ations that can be use to ,·aliclate the results of 
long-term trajectory studies. 
3.5.1 Comparison with previous trajectory simulations 
The altitude distribution of tropical filaments observed during POLARIS is Yery differ-
ent from that of pre,·iously published trajectory simulations and tracer obserYations. In 
part thi is because neither studie nor obserYations haw tended to address the ,·ery lo\\·-
ermo t stratosphere. \\·here \Ye see filamentation concentrated . Tracers other than CO 
are relatiYely insensitive to transport at these altitudes. and the upper altitude limit of 
POLARIS lower stratospheric filaments corresponds to the lowest leYels that trajectory 
tudirs have considered. HoweYer. there i sufficient overlap between the POLARIS t racer 
dataset and published simulation to note orne discrepancies. In particular. we observed 
no actidty whatsoewr in the -100-500 1-\: region where both simulations and obsen·ations 
have reported considerable filamentation (e.g. 13, 12. -19). except in the context of ,·ortex 
breakup. 
It i po ible that this discrepancy is clue in part to the location and timing of PO-
LARIS observations. t\Iost reported in-situ observations of tropical fi laments at latitudes 
as high as Fairbanks have been made in micl-\\'inter. "·hen the vortex is strong. the one 
season we do not sample (74, -!9, 3) . Transport in general should be more ,·igorous in 
winter. and it is possible that filaments in the -100-500 1\: region are fast enough to reach 
high latitude onl~· in winter. and in summer tend to . top or mix with urrounding air 
before reaching 65 :\ . (Although it is certainly not the case that diffusive mixing is en-
hanced at those a ltitudes. ince we ee undiluted polar ,·ortex air per isting until July. ) 
It is possible that filamentation in the -100-500 K region is strong!~· enhanced by vortex 
activity. much as suggested by Waugh et al. 1994. and can be observed at latitudes as far 
pole\\·ards as Fairbanks only \Yhen the vortex is present . Filamentation in the lowermost 
strata ·phere ob en ·ed during POLARIS. by contra t . seems to haw little correlation \\·ith 
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,·ortex strength. appearing as Yigorous or more o in September as in April when the 
,-ortex i present. These data then suggest that the lowermost stratosphere is at least 
a region of faster tropical filamentation. and at most represents a separate and distinct 
transport regime from the remainder of the lower stratosphere. 
3.5.2 D ynamical forcing 
The POLARIS obserYations offilamentation agree in a general sense with the seasonal pat-
tern reported by the CA. studies, with filamemat.ion strong in fall and spring and harply 
reduced in summer (13. 12), but our obsen·ed period of strong filamentation is slightly 
longer than that of the trajectory studies. \\-bile Waugh 1996 report the onset of strong 
filamentation in late September. we see well-established tropical filamentation already on 
the first flight of the fall deployment. on September 8. This difference is significant for 
determining the driYing forces of transport in the lowermo t stratosphere. ;..ro t preYiou 
filamentation studie have im·oked Rossby waw breaking in t he middle stratosphere as the 
dri,·er of tropical filamentation . and haw tied filament seasonality to the annual rewr al 
in the direction of the strato pheric zonal "·ind. These data suggest that filamentation in 
the lowermost stratosphere may be driYen by processes at tropospheric altitude instead. 
uch a t he strengthening and poleward shift of the tropo pheric subtropical jet. Figure 
3.10 show. the mean zonal wind in the upper troposphere and stratosphere from ;..Iay 
through September. At 530 1-\: (50 hPa). the dominant change from summer to fall is 
in fact the zonal wind turnaround, and the turnaround at midlatitudes does not occur 
until late September. At -l20 K (110 hPa), \Yinds are westerly in all season . and the 
dominant change bet\\·een summer and fall is the shift in the tropospheric jet. which is 
occurring already in early September. and produces the sharp P\. gradients apparent in 
figure 3.9. In this ,·iew the lmYermost strato phere represents a transition region, part of 
the strato phere but driwn by local tropospheric processes. 5 
These data also demonstrate that the boundary of that transit ion region i not the 
5 Although Ross by waYes originate in the t roposphere. \\·e term Rossb~· \\'aYe breaking in the middle 
stratosphere to be a .. tratospheric process''. 
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classical 380 K boundary between the ovenYorld and midclleworld. The middleworld is 
generally understood to be a dynamicall_,. acti,·e region. experiencing episode of strong 
mixing "·ith tropospheric air. rdeasurcments of tracers such as water vapor produce t he 
appearance of a sharp boundary at 380 1\: . "·ith variability confined to the middle"·orlcl 
beneath. The CO data presented here demonstrate that this distinction is an artifact of 
t racer distributions. and not a reflection of a meaningful d~·namical boundary. For t racers 
uch as water , ·apor. with a strong gradient between troposphere and stratosphere but 
a minimal one between tropics and pole in the stratosphere proper. any tropospheric air 
drawn into the micldleworld produces a trong signature, but tropical air drawn polewards 
abow 380 K is barely noticeable. \\"ith CO. the gradients are of roughly equal magnitude. 
and activity can clearly be seen to extend into the overworld. with the real dynamical 
boundary at -120 1\:. The region between 380 and 420 K is chemically purely stratospheric. 
but moves in concert with the middleworld. and may respond to forcing from t he upper 
t roposphere. 
Chapter 4 
Filament age estimates from CO, 
C02, and H20 
4.1 Introduction 
Carbon monoxide is a short-liYed gas with largely tropospheric sources. It is produced 
both by incomplete combustion (either industrial or biomas burning) and b~· thP oxidation 
of methane and other hydrocarbons. Its primary sink is reaction with OH. and the 
majority of t ropospheric CO production is destro~·ed before it can reach the stratosphere. 
Since CO sources are concentrated at surface level. tropospheric CO mixing ra tio decline 
\Yith altitude. C pper tropospheric obserYations sho"· that that decline is more than a 
factor of 2. to approximately 50 ppb near the tropopause. from which point CO is injected 
into the strata phere. Because this upper tropospheric mixing ratio is still well aboYe t he 
stra tospheric photochemical steady stat e. the stratosphere acts as a net ink for CO. 
\Yith lo s by reaction with stratospheric OH outweighing local production by methane 
oxidation. The mixing ratio of CO in stra tospheric air thus declines with the ··age·· of 
that air (its residence time in t he stratospherE') . 
The lifet ime of CO in lowermost stratosphere is of the order of 90 days during summer. 
rising slightly in the winter (and becoming essentially infinite in those regions experiencing 
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permanent darkness) . This ection pre ent a simple chemical model that uses that decline 
as a ··photochemical clock· to proYide an estimate of the age of relati,·el~· young air parcels 
m the lowermost stratosphere. Similar calculations haYe been performed by Herman 
et al. (1999) and \Yeinstock et al. (2000). among others. High concentrations of CO 
m the filaments obsen·ed m·er Alaska during the POLARIS clearly imply air that is 
photochemically extremely young. Admixture of CO-rich tropospheric air into filaments 
is ruled out as a11 explanation b~· simultaneous measurements of water Yapor: filaments 
abow the traditional middleworldj owrworlcl boundary at 380 K how purely stratospheric 
water Yapor mixing ratios. Since CO mixing ratio obsen·ed in the core of some filaments 
are actually greater than the initial conditions we infer from tropical measurements. we can 
state immediately that meridional t ransport from tropics to high latit udes by the observed 
fi la ments has a minimum timescale of zero days. The photochemical model allows us to 
determine the sensitiYity of that estimate. and to set a reasonable upper bound for the 
timescale. Photochemical age estimate are confirmed by compari on with simultaneous 
obserYations of C02 . ,,·hose seasonal Yariation proYides an independent measure of a ir age 
and tran port times. 
4.2 Chemical loss model 
\\·e use a simple 1-D photochemical model incorporating the dominant source and sinks 
for strata pheric CO to com·ert measured CO concentrations in the cores of the filaments 
to photochemical ages. Air parcels are assumed to moYe isentropicall~· from the tropics. 
with their ini tial CO Yalues thos0 of the median tropical Yalue for the appropriate 0-level. 
CO production and loss are then calculated in discrete time steps as the parcel is adYected 
polewards. Reactant concentratio11. are assumed based on existing aircraft datasets and 
pseudo-steady-state model simulation .. 
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4.2.1 Stratospheric CO reactions 
The overwhelming!_,. dominant sink for carbon monoxide in the stratosphere is reaction 
\ri th OH. Production of CO occurs via the de t ruction ofCH 1 b~· any ofOH . Cl. or 0 (1D). 
" ·ith OH the primary reactant in the lo"·er stratosphere. The photochemical loss model 
here uses these reactions. with reaction rates taken from the JPL 1991 compila tion (15). 
4.2.2 Reactant concentrations 
Concentrations of the radical species comprising the CO source and sinks (OH. Cl. and 
0 (1D)) \rere simulated using in-situ measurements from a ,·ariety of instruments flmm 
on the ER-2 during the STRAT (1995-6) and POLARIS (1991) aircraft campaigns. and 
using photochemical model results based on tracer values measured from the ER-2. OH 
was measured b~· the Harvard HOx instrument. by CY la er-induced fluorescence (78). 
Calculated concentrations of diurnal average Cl and 0 (1D) were obtained from photo-
chemical stead~· state model simulations constra ined by in-situ measurement of 0 3 . Cly . 
.\"Oy. H20. CH-1. aerosol surface area and other t racers that "·ere provided b:r t he JPL 
theory team (R. J . Salawitch. PI) (a described in Flocke et al. 1999). Reactant concen-
trations were then fit to surfaces a a funct ion of() and solar zenith angle (SZA.). (There 
is little latitudinal difference that is not a simple function of SZA). For 0 (1D) and Cl. 
concentrations at the altitude range of the filaments seen during POLARIS are so small 
that their contribution to CO production is negligible. For u e in the model. [OH] val-
ues were com·erted to diurnal awrage OH as a function of (). latitude. and calendar day. 
Pre sure and temperature as a function of latitude along the B-surface are derived from 
ER-2 data: ea anal variation in those quantities are not significant to model results. 
"C nlike the rad icals. met hane in the young filaments cannot be simulated by mean 
background concentrat ions. The relatively long lifetime of mt>thane means that the the 
~·oung filament are atypical of their em·ironment. and their methane mixing ratios should 
remain unchanged from tropical entering value .. Actual methane concentrations obserwd 
in filaments over Fairbanks are in fact essentially identical to those obsen·ed in the tropics 
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during STRAT. at ~ 1.1 ppm in the filament cores. ( ~!ethane Yalues in both POLA.RIS 
filaments and STRAT tropical flights are taken from the ACATS gas chromatograph in-
strument (19) .) The model here uses a constant Yalue of 1.1 ppm for methane mixing ratio 
throughout the filaments· e,·olution. Slight seasonal Yariations in methane concentration 
or in pressure and temperature are insignificant to model results; seasonal Yariation in 
CO photochemical loss is produced entirely by easonal Yariation in OH concentrat ions 
produced by Yariation in in olation. 
4.3 CO tropical boundary condition 
The boundary condition for CO entering the stratosphere in the tropics IS omewhat 
uncertain. both because of inhomogeneit~· in upper tropospheric CO and because the 
seasonal ,-ariation in upper troposphericj lmYer stratospheric CO is not well constrained. 
The six ER-2 tropical flights on which CO \Yas measured eo\'er only a restricted region and 
capture only part of the expected seasonal cycle. missing the late spring when entering 
CO might be expected to peak. \\"e use here a Yalue of 50 ± 5 ppb for the initial CO in 
indiYidual filaments. which represents a reasonable probability range for CO entering the 
stratosphere. 
4.3.1 Uncertainties due to spatial variation 
Because CO is a b~·product of biomass burning, CO concentrations m the uppermost 
tropical troposphere are expected to be both time-Yariable and spatially inhomogeneous 
(Jacob. D. and Logan. J .. per-s. comrn.) . It is not possible to define a single boundary 
condition for CO entering the stratosphere. 3-D model simulations (J acob. D. and Logan. 
J .. pers. comrn.) uggest that in months when biomass burning i significant. parts of 
the tropical lower stratosphere may haYc CO enhanced by a factor of 2. The areas of 
t rong enhancement are relatiYely small. with the modeled standard deYiation of tropical 
upper tropo pheric CO in any giYen month typically a < 3ppb ( ~ 6o/r ). Existing in-situ 
aircraft data are not useful for Yalidating model CO distributions. as all ER-2 flights 
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into the tropics during the STRAT and POLARIS campaigns cover only a narrm,- s\\·ath 
of longitude. .--\11 data ·were taken on direct southern flights out of Hawaii with di,·es 
at tropical latitudes: the total longitudinal range coYered b.Y the profiles i restricted 
to ± 5 degrees. The annual mean mixing ra tio for CO entering the stratosphere. 1 
mea ured on these flights is 50 ppb, with a reproducible annual variation of at least 5 ppb. 
:\lea urements were made by the ALL-\S in trument. the same instrument whose CO data 
is used in the remainder of thi "·ork. These mea urement may not be representatiw 
of the boundary condit ion for the filaments ob en·ed oyer Alaska. howewr. Filaments 
drawn from locations other than the clean Pacific might ha,·e larger initial CO mixing 
ratios. Both CO and I\20 mixing ratios obserYed in the POLARIS filaments in fact often 
exceed the maximum Yalues obserYed by ER-2 flights at the same fJ level in the tropics. 
4.3.2 Uncertainties due to seasonal cycle 
In addition to uncertaintie due to longitudina l variation. the easonal ,-ariation of the CO 
boundar~' condition is only weakly constrained. The timing of the tropical ob ervations 
means that the seasonal cycle of the CO boundary condition even in the Pacific region 
sampled by the ER-2 cannot be fully determined. 
As with other biogenic gases (::.;20. C02). carbon monoxide measured at urface sta-
tions shows a clear seasonal cycle. stronger in the northern hemisphere. and with opposite 
phase in the ~- and S. hemisphere (e.g. 79). The mixing ratios of l\20 and C02 entering 
the stratosphere reflect the seasonality measured at the surface: stratospheric CO would 
be expected to follow the same fundamental pattern as well. Stratospheric C02 measured 
from the ER-2 sho\YS a seasonal cycle that is consistent with the integrated C02 mixing 
ratio oYer tlw entire tropics. a lthough with a t\\·o-month lag (8. -1). (Because the~- hemi-
sphere seasonal cycle is stronger. the integrated tropical mixing ratio has a signal "·ith 
1 ··Entering the stratosphere .. is defined as crossing the 3 0 K 8-surface. To account for the mr~·ing 
height of the tropical tropopause and effects of in-mixing of midlatitudes air. the entering CO Yalue was 
determined by taking mixing ratio of CO at the local tropopause for all tropical flights (with tropics 
defined as ±15° latit ude) and regre ing these against 0 to determine a Yalue for 380 K 0. 
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the phase of the \" _ hemisphere cycle.) Applying the same principles to CO would yield 
a stratospheric boundary condition with a seasonal variation similar in amplitude to that 
seen at the ground in the tropics. ~ 20o/c.. and lagged in phase by t"·o months. The case of 
CO is more complicated than that of C02 because CO has more spatially ,-ariable sources 
and sinks, as well as in-situ production in the troposphere. The spatial yariability in CO 
sources means that the surface sampling net\YOrk may not be sufficient to characterize 
air entering the stratosphere. Extrapolating from surface measurements to stratospheric 
Yalues may also be problematic if seasonal Yariations in tropospheric dynamics produce 
differing CO losses for air reaching the stratosphere. In the absence of complications. 
howeYer, the seasonal peak in CO mixing ratios ,,·ould fall in :\lay-June. at the same time 
when filaments were obserYed owr Fairbanks during the first POLARIS deployment. 
The tropical ER-2 CO data 2 consists of only six tropical fl ights during 1995-1997 
(951105. 960213. 960801. 960808. 961211. and 970923) that sample only parts of this 
seasonal Yariation, missing the presumed spring maximum. The profiles obtained show 
CO declining " ·ith altitude in the lowermost stratosphere. with a fairly tight distribution 
of CO mixing ratios. although with a small (5 ppb. or~ 10%) but distinct and statistically 
significant seasonal Yariation. :\Iedian CO mixing ratios just above tropopause leYel (390 
K) are 41 pbb during summer/fall flights (August, September) and 46 ppb in winter 
(No,·ember, December. February). The seasonal median profiles obserYed by ALIAS in 
the tropics show mixing ratios declining smoothly with altitude throughout the near-
tropopause region (by about 0.6 ppb;ol\:). hut maintaining the 5 ppb seasonal offset. The 
presumed spring maximum in stratospheric CO. which is not captured by any ER-2 flight, 
would lie abm-e the obsen·ed winter CO Yalues. 
Robustness of tropica l observations 
The tropical CO measurements used to infer initial concentrations are consistent OYer the 
three years of obsen·ations (1995, 1996. and 1997), and the e\·ident seasonal differences 
are clearly statistically significant. The 1-a scatter about the median profile is;:::::: 0.8 ppb 
2 Tropics are defined here as ± 15 degrees latitude. 
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(2%) in ummer and 1.6 ppb (-!o/c ) in winter. considerably le. than the 5 ppb seasonal 
difference. The difference exceeds the stated accuracy of the instrument (59t or 2.5 
ppb) and is almost certainh· not due to in t rumental drift. since it is consistent between 
flights in successiYe years. It al o i · not the result of seasonal differences in in-mixing 
of tropospheric air. Comparison with simultaneously measured l\20 profiles. and "·ith 
:\Oy/0 3 correla tions t hat sen ·c as a marker for t ropical air. shO\Y that onl~· two tropical 
fli ght sho"· orne e,·idence of midlatitudes air a t altitudes belo" · -!00 I~ B. 960213 and 
960808. For the 960213 flight. when t ropical CO appears high. in-mixing of midlatitudes 
air \YOtdd reduce rather than amplify the apparent seasonal c~·cle . In-mixing on 960808 
could potentially produce seasonal bias. but CO mixing ratios measured on this day are 
not markedly different from the other summer flights. The restricted region OYer which 
da ta was taken means that the apparent seasonal difference is also not an artifact of 
longitudinal ,·aria tion in CO mixing ratios. Finally. the fact that seasonal differences 
persi t to the 380 K B surface mean that apparent seasonality is not due to Yariation in 
ascent rates in the lo"·er strato phere. 
4.4 Interpretation of Fairbanks data 
4.4.1 Model age calculation 
To calculate the eYolution of CO concentrations in filaments moYing poleward. we assume 
that air parcels mow \Yi th constant ,·elocity from equator to Fairbanks latitude. a rri,·-
ing on the date of the filament obserYation. The calculation " ·as repeated for a ,·ariety 
of meridional w locities. "·i th photochemical losses computed at each discrete t imestep 
according to the local reactant concentrations. 
It should be noted that this method produces a n upper limit for parcel age. In re-
a lity. air obserYed in filaments 0\·cr Fairbanks has likely spent the largest portion of its 
srra to. pheric life in the subtropics. hedged in by the subt ropical tran port boundar~· and 
experiencing relatiw ly high ra te of photochemical loss. before being ejected a. a filament 
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Fignrt> 4.1: Calculatt>d photochemical eYol uti on of filauwut CO. for t ht> bast> case assump-
tion of a 50 ppb CO tropical boundary condition at 380 K. The timescale on this plot 
includes the ascent to 390 h:. by which time CO mixing ratio has fallen to -!-! ppb. al-
rt>ad:• less than the obst>nwl CO mixing ratios in filament cores at 390 h: of -!6-52 ppb. 
Tht>rf' art> no subsrantial difference in loss rates benweu the spriug aud fall trajectories. 
Filanwnt agt>s implit>d IJ~· these loss ratrs are less than a \Yerk. with the largest source of 
uncertaintY the boundary condit ion for CO. 
to make a rapid t ransit to high latitudt>s. Tlw assumption that air mows polt>ward \Yith 
constant ,·elocit.Y. experit>ncing lo"·rr photochemical los~ ratf's. produces a slight 0\·eresti-
mate of filament age. The assumption that filament cort>s are unrnixed tropical air also 
produces an uppt>r boundary Oll agr: any in-mixing of surrounding older air \YOtdd incrt>ase 
the estimated filament age. 
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Age calculations were run for the two strongest filamentation events observed during 
POLARIS. on 910511 and 970915. The filament cores on both days (at 378 and 390 
I~ . respectively) held CO mixing ratios above tropical median values for the appropriate 
season. and on 970915, which should be close to the seasonal minimum. filament core 
mixing ratios exceeded any tropical measurements at the same 8-le,·el. Age calculations 
were therefore run with two initial conditions for CO at the tropical tropause: t he median 
tropical Yalue (50 ppb) and an estimated maximum Yalue of 55 ppb. The +5 ppb error 
is equi,·alent to the 2a variability of t he aircraft data plus the instrumental uncertainty. 
This error estimate should be sufficient to capture uncertainty due to the sampling bias 
of the aircraft observations: the 2a variability of tropical upper tropospheric CO in the 
3-D photochemical model is only +5 ppb. However. we cannot rule out the possibility 
that the model does not adequately represent the seasonal cycle of upper tropospheric 
CO. and spring CO values may be still higher. 
Figure -1.1 shows the modeled eYolution of air parcels with these init ial values for both 
spring and fall. To simulate the CO expected in filaments at 390 K. air ,,·as assumed to 
first ascend ,·ertically from t he t ropopause to 390 K and from there move poleward from 
the tropics along the 390 K B surface. During its pole\\'ard motion the air experiences an 
average CO loss rate of 1.1-1.3% / day: this loss rate is relatiYely constant wit h season 
and with initial CO boundary condition value. These rates of CO loss imply a near-zero 
age for the air in filament cores. £,·en the maximum tropopause boundary condi tion of 
55 ppb CO (48 ppb at 390 K. as compared to filament cores of -16-52 ppb) allows filament 
cores to haYe experienced at most -1% loss of CO during poleward motion. The maximum 
filament ages inferred by this method are then on the order of days. 
4.5 C02 age confirmation 
To reduce the uncertainty in t he photochemical age deriwd from CO measurements can be 
reduced by comparing that result with the age derived from simultaneous measurements 
of C02 in filament cores. C02 is essentially inert in the stratosphere: variations in its 
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Figure -L2: .-\gE:\ of air in filamE'nt core estimated from in-situ C02 nwasurf'mE'nts. C02 
n\l ues in filamt>nt corE'S art' m·erplortNI on tlH' boundar~- c-ondition for C02 <'llt<'ring t h0 
stratosphere in 199 I inff'rrPd b_Y . \.ndrf'ws and co-\Yorkrrs. Thr boundar_\" rendition \H1S 
constructed using a combination of airc-raft nwasuremrnts of stratospheric C02 and sur-
face measurements taken at thE' C\IDL monitoring sites: .-\ndre,,·s et al. (1999) de. crihe 
the procedure in dN ail. C02 clat a alone is suffic-ient for this agP clt>t ermina lion bee-a use 
r hE' filaments arE' extreme]_,. ~·oung. .-\gp d<>trnnination iu older air would hr made by 
com paring C02 and ~ 20 ntlu0s: in t lwse filamPnts. ~ 20 is E'SSPntiall~· unchangPcl. 
mixing ratio rdkc-t onl~· tlw "·rll-knmn1 . Pctdar inc-reasE' in C02 and its seasonal ,-ariatiou. 
ThP boundar_,. condition for carbon dioxid<> in air ent<'ring tlH' strato:plwrr is relatiwly 
well under tood: .-\nclre\YS and c-O-\YOrkers han' infrrred th<' <'Htering tropical ,·alue from 
a combination of stratosphrric aircraft data and surfacr m<>asurrments h~· thr C:..lDL 
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(Climate .\Ionitoring and Diagnostics Laboratory) network of monitoring stations ( -!). 
The combination of seasonal cycle and secular increase mean that measurements of C02 
a lone do not yield a unique age value for a ir that is month to a year old. For extremely 
young air. however. C02 content provides the most robust age estimate of all measured 
stratospheric tracers. 
Although C02 is a much les sensit ive age indicator than CO. i.e. shows a far smaller 
fract ional change for a given variation in age. the instrumentation used to detect C02 is 
correspondingly more precise. The amplitude of the C02 seasonal cycle is le. s than 1% 
of the mean C02 mixing ratio. but the Harvard non-dispersiw infrared C02 instrument 
(e.g.-!) . \Yhich flew on the ER-2 as part of the POLARIS and STRAT payload . produces 
measurements estimated to be accurate to 0.1 ppm (with 0.03 ppm precision). 3% of 
that cycle (Daube. B. pers. comm.) . The ratio of instrumental uncertainty to expected 
tracer evolu tion o,·er three months is then on the order of 10% for both CO and C02 
measurements. and the C02 initial condition i. better understood. If each filament core 
represents an i a la ted airmass unmixed with ·urrounding air. the resulting ages inferred 
from their co:2 content are 3 ±5 days for the 970511 filament and 4 ±3 days for 970915. 
with the uncertainty reflecting the propagation of instrument error (Figure -1.2). The C02 
measurements provide the most accurate age e t imate. and confirm that the observed 
filaments are extremely young. wi th transport t imes from t he tropics of less than a week. 
4.6 H 20 age confirmation 
The very young filament age are also supported by the water vapor mixing ratios in 
the filaments. which carry with them from the tropics snap hots of the sea onal varia-
t ion in entering tratospheric water vapor. It is difficult to construct a quantitative age 
determination from water vapor data alone, brcause the boundary condition of entering 
stratospheric water vapor i less well-understood than that for C02 . As in the CO case. 
potrntial inhomogeneity in tropical CT / LS water ,·apor introduces additional uncertainty 
in this estimate. \"evertheless. the water vapor mixing ratios obsen·ed in the filaments 
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are clearly consistent with young air ages, and prO\·ide confirmation of the age estimates 
derived from the other tracers. 
\Yater ,·apor entering the stratosphere shows an annual variation of approximately 3-6 
ppm. with a ma."Ximum in -:\ . hemisphere summer and minimum in " ·inter: this oscillation 
is propagated upward as air ascends to create a "tape recorder,. signal ( -!5) . The Fairbanks 
fi laments echo the tropical boundary condit ion variation , with '"ater vapor mixing ratios 
changing from < 3 ppm in ~'lay to > 6 ppm in September, as wet as the wettest part 
of the tropical profiles obsen·ed during STRAT. Figure 4.3 shows the 970915 Fairbanks 
water Yapor profile overlaid on the STRAT tropical measurements. The aircraft crossed 
through young filament air at 390--110 K () ; H2 0 in this section of t he profile closely 
matches the STRAT -:\0\·ember values. The August STRAT profile, by contrast, has a 
maximum nearly a ppm smaller , and located at the 380 K tropical tropopause, implying 
that the seasonal maximum in water Yapor entering the stratosphere has not yet occurred . 
The ascent rate inferred from t he profiles yields a t ime of earl~· September for t he seasonal 
maximum to reach -!00 K , and therefore an upper limit of:::::: a week for that maximum 
to be ad,·ected from the tropics to Fairbanks latitudes (1, -!5) . 
One means of compensating for t he sparseness of ER-2 tropical observations and the 
uncertainty in t he initia l boundary condition is to derive a predicted boundary condit ion 
for water ,·apor in entering tropical air. Although the exact mechanism that dehydrates 
a ir entering t he stratosphere remains controYersial, stratospheric " ·ater Yapor mixing ra-
tios do seem to follO\Y roughly the saturation values determined by tropical t ropopause 
temperatures. Tropical radiosonde data can then be used to infer a seasonal cycle in 
entering water Yapor. Figure -!.-! sho,YS t his inferred cycle and t he corresponding water 
Yapor observed in the 97051 1 and 970915 filament cores. This comparison proYides an 
age estimate in the same manner as does comparison with the C02 seasonal cycle. The 
boundary condition remains uncertain to some degree. as is shown clearly for the ~lay 
fi lament. ''"hich is wetter t han the tropical Ya lues haYe been since mid-February. The 
September filament m atches inferred tropical Yalues close!_,·: if filament moisture content 
is determined by mean tropical saturation. t his correspondence yields an upper age limit 
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Figure -L3: \Yatrr ,·apor measlln:'m0nts in thf' tropic compared to water ,·apor Ill the 
910910 POLAR! filament. All data '"en' taken by the Harnu·d L~·nwu-n insrn1mrnt. The 
tropical data arr the complete 1->f't of profiles obtained in thr tropicallo\\'er s tratosphcrr. 
\Yith measurements in late autumn-\Yinter (~oYember. December. February). earl~· spring 
(April). aud ·ummcr (.-\.ugust. SPptember) in three ·uc-ce --in' .'·ears (199-5-1991) during 
thr STRAT and POL-\.RIS mis!->ions. Tlw sin11soidal ,·ariation \\"ith altilu<k of \H 2o is 
tiH' srasonal c.Y<·le in \\'ater ntpor mixing ratios propagatiug up"·arcls as air a1->crnds. In 
thr "·inter profilrs. (h0 i!-> nrar minimum at thr tropopause (3 0 I\: ): in wid-summer it 
i!-> near maximum at the tropopause•. "·ith the minimum no"· adwcted 100 I\: llJHYards. 
\fixing rrduc<>s the amplitud<' of ,·ariation at higher altirud('S. The 91091-:> Fairbauks 
profile \\"hich crosscs a filamrnt is plottcd in black: the aircraft passed through filament 
air b<'t\Yeen :390-110 1\: H. \\'ater ,·apor ,·altH's in thr filament core match rhos<' of the late 
autumn STR.\T data. and \YOtdd lw out of phasr "·ith profil<•s from carli<·r mouths. ~ote 
that the shap<> of the 91091-:> profil0 is ciPterminrcl simply b_,. thP location of the filament 
and its relatin·l~· oldf'r surrounding air. Th<' falloff aboYe and brlm\· the filament eorr 
r('presents the transit iou bet\\"<'<'ll young aml old air. not a time-Yarying .. tape recorder .. 
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on the order of a week. This age determination, like that made with CO Yalues. is less 
robust than that derived from C02 . The initial H2 0 boundary condition is uncertain 
by perhaps 20% out of a total signal of ~ 100% seasonal Yariation (and ~ 507c gradi-
ent tropics-high lati t udes). :\ewrt heless. t he agreement of seYeral independent means of 
estimating filament age lends support to the young ages deriYed . 
4. 7 Discussion 
Age estimates by the CO photochemical clock and the C0 2 seasonal c.vcle yield ages of 
between 0- 1 week for t he filaments obserwd owr Alaska. an estimate consistent with the 
H2 0 seasonal c:ycle. The agreement of these independent methods of estimation strongly 
supports ext remely young ages for the filaments. The combinat ion of methods also allows 
us to eliminates some physical scenarios that might produce error in age calculations. 
The bYo primary possible sources of error are 1) dilution of filament cores by back-
ground air and 2) uncertainty in init ial CO or C0 2 values. Init ial-value uncertainty is 
possible for both species. e\·en if the mean C02 boundary condition is assumed to be 
perfectly knmm. If fil amentation is associated with processes bringing atypical air to 
the stratosphere. e.g. convectiYe acti,·ity which propels air from surface to stratosphere 
without the usual 2-month apparent delay. then init ial values for both CO and C0 2 would 
be much higher than the mean. and estimated filament ages would be erroneously young. 
Dilution by older background air has t he opposite effect. producing older apparent ages 
for both species. \re regard it as enormously improbable t hat the apparent youth of the 
POLARIS filaments could be produced purely by anomalous init ial Yalues. since the C02 
data shmY that the increased residence time in the stratosphere would haw to exactly 
match the decrease in residence t ime in the t roposphere. The combination of CO and 
C0 2 data also t end t o rule out combinations of dilut ion and initia l value problems as the 
source of the ~-oung ages. The same argument against excessive coincidence again applies. 
but in addit ion the correspondenre of CO and C0 2 ages argues against any signficant 
amount of dilut ion of the filament cores. The Yariation in C0 2 over a fe\Y-month period 
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Figure -l.-1: \Yater ,·apor content iu the 910-111 and 910915 POLAR! filam rnh compared 
to minimum saturatiou mixing ratios in the tropics cleriw·d from dail.\· \\"TO radiosonde 
data. Filamcnt mixing ratios an' shO\Yll in grcen: t h(' data here are all poims brnYE'Pil 380 
and 110 E e "·ith CO> lOpph during thP ER-2 transit through the filament~. The tropic-al 
scasonal cycle \\·as deriwd b~· d efining a grid of -l by.) :o m·Pr tlw tropics (=10° latitude) 
and assigning each gridpoim a dai ly ,·alue equal to the \YcightPd an'ragc of\ 11 ~0 min. oYer 
all ~onde profil<~ contained in the g rid scptarr. (\\"eigluing is rxponcntial with eli tancE' 
from thE' grid c-rutrr). The points displa~·pd herE' arE' t lw daily means of all tropical 
grid point. . TlH' rPsttl ting nd ur~ an' relat in' 1~· insensi ti H ' to t hP gridding schrmc ( /I) . 
Although indiYidual stratosph('ric a ir pan·p)~ 111<1~· dE'Yiat<' from thPse mixing ratios. the 
~rasonal c-.n·lp produc-rd rE'produc-<-'~ f<1.irly \YE'll tlw uhserwd ~Pa~onal cyde of ~rrarospheric 
watrr Yapor. 
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is approximately linear (both filament obsen ·ations are conveniently located on the near-
linear portions of the seasona l cycle). and decline in CO is exponential. Any substantial 
mixing of older environmental air \Yould produce different ages by the t\vo methods. Taken 
together. t hese data form a strong confirmation of extremely rapid isentropic transport 
in the observed filaments. with the ini t ial filament air being roughly representative of the 
tropics. 
Finally. if \Ye have confidence in the C02 ages, t hese can be used to constrain the 
ampli tude of t he seasonal cycle of CO entering the stratosphere. If we consider t he spring 
fi lament to be undilute and less t han a week old .. as the C02 mixing ratio suggests it is. 
then it samples tropical spring stratospheric CO of -16 ppb at 378-388 K . no higher than 
the winter values observed during ER-2 flights in the central Pacific tropics. Although the 
origin of the filament air is not known. this CO value can reasonably be interpreted as an 
upper bound for CO in the central Pacific: locations outside the clean Pacific generally 
have higher CO mixing ratios. Stratospheric CO seasonal variation in the central Pacific 
region appears t hen to be no more than~ 5 ppb (10%), with no large spring maximum that 
is missed by aircraft sampling. Despite their t he high-latitudes location, t he POLARIS 
flights provide the first spring observations of tropical air to add to the record of seasonal 




The tiny amounts of water Yapor in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere haYe 
enormous leYerage on climate. affecting both radiat iYe balance and atmospheric chemistry. 
C nfortunatel_v. "·ater vapor is also the most variable atmospheric component. and \Ye haYe 
little understanding of the proce se that control water Yapor concentrations at these 
alt it udes. This incomplete understanding is the single largest source of uncertainty in 
climate predictions (24). Determining the factors which control the distribution of water 
,·apor in the atmosphere is of critical importance to climate studies. 
The most useful tracer for thi purpose is the vapor's isotopic campo ition: the con-
centrations of HDO and H2 180 molecule relat ive to H2 160 (-16) . All proce. es inYolving 
conden ation. evaporation. or other phase changes leave an i atopic- signal in the residual 
water vapor. because in thermodynamic equilibrium. the heaYier i otopomers partition 
preferentiall_v into t he condensed phase. In this way vapor isotopic composition car-
ries a rf'cord of its ent ire conwcti,-e history. Horizontal advection of undersaturated air. 
on the other hand. cannot a lter isotopic composition. so away from conYectiw regions 
isotopic composition acts as a consen ·atiw tracer. and can be used to diagnose mixing 
of air masse . Because different cenario for bringing water Yapor to the tratosphere 
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and upper troposphere im·oh·e differences in condensation. evaporation. and mixing. they 
produce distinct isotopic signatures. These signatures are not subtle: the fractionation of 
deuterated water is so strong (a 1 of 1.-1 near the tropopause). and the OYerallloss of \Yater 
so great ("·ater Yapor mixing ratios fall by a factor of 104 from surface to stratosphere) 
that the expected Yariations in isotopic composition are at the tens of percent level rather 
than the few per mil of most isotope geochemistry (-16) .2 Figure 5.1 shows the differences 
in expected isotopic profile for two scenarios of transport of air into the stratosphere. 
Despite their potential utility. few measurements of Yapor isotopic composition in the 
10\Yer stratosphere exist. and none in t he uppermost troposphere. the altitudes of greatest 
scientific interest. The measurement is difficult because of the scarcity of the isotopomers: 
the most useful tracer, HDO. has sub-ppb mixing ratios in these regions. Remote sens-
ing has provided some stratospheric measurements. by far-infrared emission spectroscopy 
(10. 16. 3-l). or mid-infrared solar occultation absorption spectroscopy (58. 46), but these 
technique tend to lose sensitiYity just abon' the tropopause, and their horizontal resolu-
tion i on the order of seYeral hundred kilometers. \Ieasurements by sample collection oYer 
a cryogen and sub equent laboratory mas. spectroscopy haYe been made up to the middle 
tropo phere (69. 18). but this approach is problematic in the dry upper troposphere and 
aboYe. because incomplete collection produces strong fractionation artifacts. Obtaining 
isotopic measurements in the scientifically critical upper troposphere/lower stratosphere 
region requires a new approach. 
Techniques currently used for in situ atmospheric water ,-apor measurements n these 
regions Lyman-a photofragment fluore cence and frost-point techniques - cannot dis-
criminate beh,·een isotopomers. :\Ieanwhile. the mass spectrometric techniques that are 
standard for measurement of water Yapor isotopic composition in the laboratory are ex-
tremely difficult to implement in an autonomously running flight instrument. The dryness 
1 a is the fractionation factor between \·apor and condensate. i.e. Rc = aRv, where R is the ratio of 
heay~· to light isotopomers. 
21. otopic composition is typicall~- gi\·en in 8 noration in per mil unit . as the per mil difference in 
i otopic ratio berwePn the sample and a measurPment standard: <5 = lOOO(Rsampie/Rs1andard - 1). For 














Figure 0.1: Examples of 6D profi les for differing sc-enarios of troposphere-stratosplH'n' 
excha11ge. R. profile: tran~port into the stratosphere occ-urs b_,. gradual asc-ent owr the 
uppermost fe''" km of the tropo phere. "·ith cleh.nlration occurring in thin cirru. \Yater 
,·apor isotopic composition mu~t folio"· a Raylrigb distillation dediur "·ith a ltitude owr 
t hesr few km. and i~ coutinuons acros~ r he rropopa use t hroughou r the region of ascrut. 
St rong enhancelll r nt of ,·apor must haw occurrrd at the has(:' of this ascent n"gion. most 
likel~· through en1poration of detraining cloud ice. to match kBO\\·n stratospheric 60. 
L. profile: STE occurs in b_,. cumulus tower!'>. and enhancrment of stratospheric <50 can 
occur a how t hr tropopa u~r. The cartoon here ~hmYs a pos~i blr profilr in tropiu1.l region~ 
"·herr JH"nrtratiw cum1dus conwct ioll i~ uot occurring. Tropo:-.phrric aud ~trato:-.pheric 
6D sho\\· a sharp discontinuit_,. at the tropopause. "·ith tropospheric 60 follo"·i ng Ra.d<'igh 
distillation up to thr tropopause. and the stratosphere enhancrd in dPuterinm by rYapo-
rarion of ice else,Yhrre. In the actual atmosphrr0. isotopic profiles "·ill likf·l~· br affectrd 
by cloud d0trainmrnt and mixing at a ,·arier~· of i<'Yels and isotopic profiles may he more 
complicatrd. Thr dashed linr s reprrs011t the limiting altitlHles of cnrrrut m<'asun' nwnt 
techniquc->s for 60: none pro,·idrs measur<'ments in the rrgion " ·hen' profiles "·otdd diffrr. 
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of stratospheric air ( < 5 ppm). the enormous dynamic range of water vapor concentra-
tion from surface to stratosphere (four orders of magnitude), the mass equivalence be-
tween H2 170 and HDO, non-reproducible fractionation during ionization. and the inherent 
.. stickiness'· of a highly polar molecule like water vapor air all make in-flight mass spec-
trometry extremely difficult. The last issue, "stickiness'' . means that contamination is 
a major concern for any in-situ method of measuring water vapor and its isotopomers. 
Enormous care is required to ensure a clean measurement in any instrument which draws 
sample air through an inlet and exposes it to surfaces on which adsorption could occur. 
The problem of contamination eliminates not only potential techniques but also platforms: 
water vapor cannot be measured from large research balloons, for example, because the 
air sampled is contaminated by outgassing of water vapor adsorbed on the balloon surface. 
even during descent. The most reliable approach is therefore a completely passive tech-
nique in which t he air sampled is completely undisturbed. Tunable diode laser absorption 
spectroscopy (TDLAS) represents just such a technique. At the time this work was be-
gun there existed no TDLAS instrument which could adequately measure ' 'rater vapor 
isotopes. For this purpose an instrument must be aircraft- rather than balloon-mounted , 
with a long enough pathlength to provide the sensitivity needed for measuring scarce 
HDO. and designed to minimize both potential contaminat ion by surface adsorption and 
systematic error that would affect the measured isotopic ratio. This chapter describes a 
new TDLAS-based instrument designed to provide in-situ measurements of water vapor 
isotopic composition in the upper troposphere/lower stratosphere region. 
5.2 Instrument description 
The \Yater Isotope SPectrometer (\YISP) is a 3-channel open-path tunable diode laser 
absorption spectrometer designed for in-situ measurement of "·ater vapor and its isotopic 
composition from aircraft platforms (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). The instrument uses "·ell-
established TDLAS techniques to make simultaneous measurements of H2 0 . HDO, H2 17 0 
, and H2 18 0 as \Yell as CH-1. (See for example (66. 21. 50. 76. -11. 67)). Laser light is in-
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Figure 3.2: Thr \\"ISP instrunH' nt. mounted bE'nE'a th the "·ing of the \\.B31 aircraft. The 
dewar containing the lasPrs and the op t ical hE'acl (black) are endosed within a fairing 
during flight: thE' open-path c<'ll extend into the frrr air. Thi~ photograph ,,·as taken 
during intrgrarion. bE'fore in~tallation of cell mirrors. c-abling. and in. ulatiou 
jeetrd into a multipass optical cell (9 1 passrs in a 1 m. cdl) motulted in the frrr air belmY 
t IH' airc-raft \Ying and is tuned owr indi,·id ual molec-ular absorpt ion liurs. The result-
ing absorption sprctra prm·idf' a measurenwnt of gas concentration bet\H'E'n thE' mirrors. 
Rc>dundant measurrment;-; on tlw thrE'e channrls a rc used for cross-calibration to cnsurr 
accurac-ies on thr fe w percent lrn•l for the i~otopE' ratios. \l<'a::,urf'mE'nt:-, are made ,,·ith 
t\\·o mid-infrar<•d nit rogen-c-ool<'d lf'ad-sal t las('rs (in t lH' 112 fun da mrnt al ro-Yi bra tional \HI-
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Figure :3.3: The \\"ISP instrumrnt in flight-read~· configiiU\tion. "·ith the fairing installed. 
Thr multi pas · cell :-,it. in thr airstream so that air samplrd is \Yholl~· undist mbed. pre-
,·f'nting potential contamination problems. 
ter ,.a por absorption band at 6./ Jlln ) and a single 1war-infrared t hermoelcct rica lly cooled 
III-\ .. emiconductor laser :3 (in the 111 + v3 on'rtone band at 1.3/ Jllll ). The f'sti mated 
srnsitiYit~· of thr in.-rrmtwut in flight is equiYalent to liurernrrr absorptancP of a fe\\" pans 
iu 10>. ~·ielding a prrdicted S:\R of> 10 for all isoroponl('r:-. up to tlu• tropopau. e (see 
figurP 6.-l). The combined precision and s~·strmatie mea~urrmrnt errors ar<' expected to 
IH' in the rangC:' of a ff'\\" pcrcrnt. much largPr than the> best achi('Yablc by laboratory 
"l III-\· la~Pr:-. an' -,o t Prmecl lweaH:.P the~· arf' manu fact Hr<'d from :.emieonductors eomposPd of Plemenrs 
from columns III and \"of thf' pPriodi<" table. 
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mass spectrometry. but more than adequate for t he science in question where the sig-
nals are enormous by geochemical standards. The instrument is designed for use on two 
different aircraft pla tforms. t he unmanned solar-powered ultra-high-altitude Cent urion, 
built by t he Aero \"ironment Corp .. and \" A.SA · s more conventiona l \ YB-5 I stra tospheric 
research aircraft . Test flights on t he \\·B-57 \vere completed in 1999, and the instrument 
is scheduled to make science flights in 2001. 
5.3 Design Constraints 
The \\'ISP design represents the accommodation of two conflicting requirements . The con-
tamination concerns discussed aboYe meant that water yapor isotopomer measurements 
are most easily made with an open-path configuration, " ·ith the measurement cell hang-
ing outside the aircraft in undisturbed air. But t he small absorbtances expected would 
typical!~· require a more stable instrument em·ironment inside t he fuselage. Although indi-
Yidual a bsorption lines for HDO are as strong as the deepest water lines. the isotopomers 
are far more scarce - HDO levels in the stratosphere are less than a ppb - so the op-
tical pathlength needed for detection is ,·ery long (~ 100 m). \Iaintaining alignment is 
therefore more difficult . \YISP is the largest open-path aircraft instrument flown without 
acti,·ely-controlled mirror alignment, and as such represented an engineering challenge. 
The t"·o aircraft for which t he instrument is designed also placed conflicting constraints 
on the instrument. WISP ''"as ini t ially designed for the slow-flying experimental aircraft 
Centurion. and later adapted for t he twin-jet-engine \VB-57. Accommodation on the 
lightweight Centurion - a single flying \Ying owr 200' long whose primary components are 
carbon fiber and foam - placed sewre restrictions on instrument size and weight. :\Iount-
ing on t he \VB-5/ . howeYer. increased t he requirements for structural stability. because 
the plane ·s fas ter airspeed exposes t he instrument to far greater aerodynamic forces t han 
t hose experienced on Centurion. 
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5.3.1 Size and Weight 
Centurion payload capacity is only 90 kg at any given mount point ("·ith the maximum 
total capacity of 300 kg). Because the aircraft's peak altitude and flight duration in 
the stratosphere are strongly dependent on payload weight, keeping instrument mass 
well below these limits was strongly desirable. The Centurion has no payload bays , 
and what parts of the instrument cannot fit 'dthin the 12" wing depth must hang in the 
airst ream below. The wing dihedrals sharply in flight. meaning that the instrument would 
be subjected to unacceptable stresses if it were mounted horizontally from two distinct 
points. Instead it must hang vertically from a single mount point. and therefore must 
be contained within the ,·ertical clearance from ground to top of wing spar of only 70". 
Figure 5.-1 shows the original mounting arrangement for the instrument , which set its size 
constraints. 
5.3.2 Contamination Issues 
Contamination concerns meant that the payload constraints listed abm·e could be met 
only with an open-path system, in which the optical cell is simply mounted in the free 
airstream, and measurements made in the ambient air. A gas handling system designed 
to minimize contamination would ha,·e added unacceptably to the size. weight. cost, and 
po,,·er requirements of the instrument. 
5.3.3 Structural Stability 
The primary concerns for the mechanical design of the inst rument were the stability of 
the optical system and multipass cell. and the safety of the aircraft mounting mechanism. 
Both are of great concern for an instrument mounted external to an_,. aircraft. and in 
this case especially so on the \YB-51. The instrument had to be sufficiently rigid against 
dbration and against flexure from wing mm·ement to maintain alignment of the mirrors. 
but still had to present minimal surface area to reduce drag. Combined \Yith the size 
constraints above. this mandated an extremely compact instrument . designed around a 
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Figurr ;).-1: The \\"ISP instrument and its mounting configurat ion on the Centurion air-
craft. Tbr flc·xibilit.Y of the Centurion ,,·ings mandate a n'rtical mounting arrangenwnt. 
ThE' bright of the main aircraft spar tlteu limi ts the size of tlw instrument. 
single bulkhead. \Yith as short an optical path as possible before the multipass cel l. 
5 .3 .4 Therm a l Stability 
During a~cent to riH' tropopau~e thE' rxtrrnall~· mountrd instnmH'Ut S(' <'S a drop of OYE'r 
100 degr<'P~ Crbius in ambiE'nt tE'mprratur<' .. \!though strip hPatrrs on thr smfacE' of thE' 
instrum('nt can mitigate t<'mp<.'raturP chang<'s to som E' E'xtent. thr larg<' thrrma l mass of 
th<' in~tn tiiH'nt means that it it is not po~siblr to hold it at a eonstanr temperaturE' \Yith-
ou t prohibit i\·r powE'r con~umptiou. It was thrrC'fore necE>ssar.'· to rnginP<.' r the instrunwnt 
:-.o a~ to an)icl eli. 'tort ion of its optical s_,·~t<·m by diffE'rE'nCE'~ in thNmal <'xpansion and co11-
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traction of its components. (The multipass cell used loses alignment if mirror separation 
changes by 0.25 mm, or input beam angle by a t hird of a degree.) \\"ithin the nit rogen 
dewar, on the other hand, the diode lasers must be held at temperatures constant to 10 
mE during an 8 - 15 hour flight to prevent their wavelengths from drift ing away from the 
desired spectral region. 
5.3.5 Instrument Control 
Because the \~·B-57 has no active telemetry capability, the instrument must operate au-
tonomously for the duration of the flight. with only a single ''on·· switch under the control 
of the pilot . There is no opportunity for in-flight monitoring of inst rument performance 
or adjustment of measurement parameters by t he scient ist. Instrument operation must 
t herefore be robust enough for stand-alone performance. 
5.4 Mechanical Design 
T he resul ting \YISP mechanical design is both rugged and compact . and can be used on 
a variet~· of aircraft platforms with only minor modifications. The instrument consists of 
fiw main subsystems: 1) a liquid ni trogen de,m r containing two mid-infrared lead-salt 
lasers. 2) a pressurized opt ics enclosure (the ., opt ics can··) containing a near-infrared laser 
and focusing and collimating optics for all three channels and pressurized to 1 atm. of 
dry ]\;2 , and 3) a multipass Herriot t cell consisting of two spherical mirrors spaced exactly 
1.00-1 meters apart by three support rods, -1 ) mount ing attachments for the \YB-57 (or 
other) aircraft , and 5) a separate electronics box. The opt ical systems (1-3) are discussed 
in more detail in the following section. 
The primary att achment point to the aircraft is the mount plate. which forms the 
cent ral bulkhead of t he instrument. with the optics head (collectively. the dewar and 
optics can) on one side and the Herriott cell on the other The beam path is direct. allowing 
all steering optics to fi t in a can only 2.5·' in height. On the Cent urion. the instrument is 
mounted verticall~· ; on the \\'B57. horizontally. with the far mirror supported by a beam 
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attached to the wing hatch covers. and the optical head enclosed by a fairing extending 
from an instrument spearpod. The ent ire instrument is 65'. in length. with a mass of 38 
kg in its 'YB5 7 configurat ion (including 8 kg of electronics and cabling, and excluding 
the fairing). By comparison. the predecessor -!-channel .-\.LIAS spectrometer built by the 
same JPL group weighs 72 kg, and the balloon-borne 2-channel open-path ALIAS-II -!0 
kg (76. 67). 
5.4.1 Thermal control 
The optical head and electronics box of the instrument are maintained at 20 oc by strip 
heaters and self-regulating heater cont rollers (:\Iinco. Inc.) and :\omex fiber cloth insu-
lation. The bulk of the power usage on the instrument - up to 300 ''" - goes to these 
structural heaters; signal processing and laser control consume less than 10 \\' . The mul-
tipass cell, on the other hand. cannot be thermally regulated without prohibitive power 
consumption. Although the mirrors are heated slightly above ambient to prevent conden-
sation on their surfaces. thermal strategy is primarily to engineer the multipass cell so 
that it maintains alignment even while experiencing large temperature changes. Thermal 
contraction causing the mirror separation to shorten by 0.25 mm. for example, would 
cause all signal on the detector to be lost. \\.bile the mirror mounts are 7075 Aluminum. 
the three rods separating the multipass cell mirrors are made of Invar 36. a nickel-iron 
alloy with coefficient of thermal expansion 1.3 11m/m°C at 20 °C. an order of magnitude 
lower than steel or most composite compounds. and the mirror substrate is Zerodur glass 
ceramic (Schott) , with CTE 0.1 11m/m°C. The expected change in the relatiw positions 
of the mirror surfaces throughout the range of temperatures experienced in flight is less 
than 0.15 mm. 
5.4.2 WB-57 Interface 
The instrument mounts belo''" the right wing of the \\.B-57. with the dewar and optics 
can mounted on a reinforced \Ying tiedown point and fully enclosed by a composite fairing 
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(Zivko Aeronautics). (The separate electronics box mounts within the wing itself. about 
3· from the t iedO\Yn point). The Herriott cell mirrors and support rods extend outboard 
from the fairing in t he free air. perpendicular to the direction of flow (see figures 5.2. 5.3). 
The far (outboard) mirror is supported by an external sheet metal beam t ransverse to 
the airflow that spans two preexisting wing hatch co,·ers. The external beam was needed 
because concern for the integrity of the fuel storage in the front third of t he \Ying precluded 
the use of the fonYard wing spar. ~Iounting was also complicated b,v the fact that the 
\ \"B-51 wings fl ex strongly: although the \\·ings are flat in flight. the wingtips can drag 
on the runway on landing. especially if fuel tanks are still close to ful l. To isolate the 
instrument from this flexing. it is mounted \\·ith three pivots, one a t the near side and two 
at the far side. The pivots (Aurora Bearings) are designed to accommodate a maximum 
of 1.5'. of vertical wing flex, a margin of nearly ten over t he estimated actual maximum 
wing flex of 0.19''. To prevent wing flex from stressing the support beam. the near side 
beam bolt holes are slotted. and the beam is free to slide along a Teflon interface with 
t he wing. 
The maximum aerodynamic loads experienced by the \YB-57 occur at takeoff (190 
knots. or 98 m/s), at a dynamic pressure of 0.85 psi. To reduce the resulting moments 
on the hatch cover bolts (as well as to minimize turbulence \\·i thin the ,-olume of air 
sampled) the Herriott cell support rods are covered with an aerodynamic fairing that is 
estimated to reduce their drag coefficient by a factor of 3. The rods are relatively large 
in cross-section (1.25" OD) because of the need for st iffness: rod bending and relative 
motion must be kept below a level that would unacceptably distort the optical cell (~0.25 
mm mirror spacing, ~0.3° relative mirror t il t, ~0.3° change in beam input angle) , and 
the natural frequency of vibration of t he instrument must be kept considerably above 
the scan frequency of t he spectrometer to pre,·ent art ifacts in the baseline scan power. 
To minimize weight. the Im·ar rods are custom-drawn t ubing wit h 0.05'' wall thickness 
(Specialty Steel). _..\ stiffening plate midway along t he Herriott cell furt her increases the 
s:vstem 's rigidi t~·. The instrument sits below the boundary layer of t he aircraft " ·ing and 
far enough out board to be unafFected by airflow along the fuselage. 
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T he instrument"s exposure beneath the aircraft wing means that the consequences of 
mechanical fa ilure would be drastic. Alt hough engineering safety margins a re generous 
t hroughout. t he instrument design incorporates numerous safety features to prevent any 
possib ility of dropped objects in worst-case scenarios. The support rods a re fastened to 
t he mount plate (and mirror mounts) wi th 2-piece split -ring clamps (Ringfeder), but a re 
a lso secured \vit h roll pins. In t he event t hat the fa r mirror a t tachment fails , a bumper 
prevents t he instrument from pivoting down below t he level of the aircraft la nding gear, 
and snap rings provide backup security to keep t he mirrors from sliding off t he rods. The 
fa iring which surrounds the opt ical head of t he instrument has an air ramp just before 
t he instrument aperture to prevent air scoop . All structural bolts are eit her locking or 
a re secured wit h safety wire before flight . F light preparation a lso includes covering the 
edge of t he m ain fa iring wit h flight tape and sealing t he edges of t he rod fairings wit h 
silicone adhesive. The tot a l t ime required to mount and secure the instrument for flight 
is approximately bYo hours. of which 45 minutes are required for t he beam and far mirror 
swingarm. which can be left in place between flights. 
5.5 Optical Design 
T he opt ical t rain of t he instrument con tains the bare minimum of elements. both for 
compactness and to minimize op t ical fr inging. The latter is usually the limit ing factor 
gm·erning t he sensit ivity of TDL instruments. T he instrument therefore has a direct op t i-
cal path and no beam steering mirrors . Light from t he lasers in the de,Yar (cha nnels 2 and 
3) passes directly into a sealed opt ics can containing all focusing and collimating lenses. 
The optics can also contains t he channel 1 near-IR laser mounted directly on the dewar 
cover (figure 5.5. In the op t ics can. light from each channel is collected by a collimating 
lens which st eer the beam into t he multipass cell (through a hole in t he near side mirror) 
at t he appropriate injection angle and focuses it a t cell midpoint . \Yithin t he cell light 
passes back and for t h 9-1 t ime before exi t ing out it original entrance hole and returning 
to t he opt ics can . ,~·here it is directed onto a detector by a focusing lens. Detectors for a ll 
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Figure' 5.5: Focussing/collimating optics on tlw dP\\·ar cowr. \Yith the optics c-an rc•moYed. 
The lead-salt lasc>r channels 2 and 3 are in the n'ar. "·ith lewH.'S in lens barrels: the near-IR 
thannel l is in th(' foreground. with laser and detector moumcd on a thermoelectric cooler 
(blue). 
channels are mounted besidr tit(• lasers. i.e. within the de,nu for channels 2 and 3. and 
ou the dewar co,·rr for channel 1. For br. t possible collimation "·ith this simp!(' s~- rem. 
la~N and len~ mounts are nHtc-hinrd to pre-steer each lwam inro the mu It i pass cell and 
kc>q) the lens pC'rprnditular to t lw beam. On the \\·B-.) I. the instrument is mountrd so 
that the opt ics tan surfacp is flush "·ith th(• <'dge of the main fairing. ThC' chann<>ls then 
s('C' 110 dead air spacr othc>r t ban the can. "·hith i:-. Pitlwr enwuatf'Cl or backfilled with dr_,. 
uitrogC'n. Iu this ''"a~· the s~·stPm m<>asHn•s absorption onl~· in thC' frre airstream. 
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entraQJ;e-
Figure 5.6: Laser and detector assembh· \Yithin the de,Yar. \Yith thr beam paths modeled 
in reel. 
5 .5.1 D ewar 
The t\\·o mid-infrcurd lead-salt lasers on \ \"ISP oprrate onl~- at cryogenic temper a tures. 
The.'" (and t h<>ir af>soc-iated dNc'c-tors) are housrd in a 2. 2 1 aluminum L.\"2 demu· ( I\:adel 
Engineering). figure 0.6 sho\Y." the elementf> of the laser/ detrr-tor assembly \Yithin the 
dc'"·ar. All r!C?mrnb mount to a (}) 5.5·· aluminum cold plate in direct contact with 
L.\"2. and arE' shirldPcl from t lwrmal emis~io11 from the warm de\\·ar skin (at :300 K ) b_,. 
a cold shield of poli~hed. gold-platrd aluminum. The TDLs are mountc'd 011 separate 
c-old fingers of high-c-ond nc-tiYi t~- ox~·gE'n-frE'E' ropprr elect roplatf'd with gold. each paired 
with its detrc-tor. Si nee lasC'r~ IWt~· rrqu ire wr~· diff<?renr tempC'l"a tnres to operate at the 
c!Psired \Yan>l<'ngths (auy\\·lwrc> lwtm=-en 7 ;md 10-) cl\:). they are heated indiYidually by 
rP~ist i H' lwat ing elements mount Pd on the la~Pr package. Thr lrad-sal t TD L ar0 curr<?ntl.Y 
OJH'rat<>d \Yith only passiw tPlllp<'raturr rrgulation. \\·ith c-onstant applird ,·oltage for thP 
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duration of each flight. The separation of t he cold fingers is intended to facilitate the 
addition of actiYe temperature control at a later date, by minimizing thermal feedback 
t hat would cause oscillations in the control circuits. Because the laser package is not 
electrically floating - the laser case is laser ground - sapphire shims (.01"' thick. Boston 
Piezo) isolate the cold fingers from the cold plate and dewar body to prevent noise pickup 
on the laser current. Sapphire is an electrical insulator, but an excellent heat conductor. 
with conductiYity 23 \Y j mK (about 1/10th that of copper). Indium shims are used around 
the sapphire and on other metal-to-metal junctions to ensure good thermal contact. 
Temperature stability of the dewar is ensured by regulating the vapor pressure abow 
the L~2 \Yith two high-precision pressure relief ,-alves in series (Tavco Corp.). The de"·ar 
hold time is > 2-! hours with no applied heat load. and typically 17 hours when lasers 
are operated. The heat load of the dewar is dominated by parasitic heat load (largely 
cone! uction through the internal "·iring). The heat applied to the lasers for thermal reg-
ulation is less important. Resistive heating in the lasers themselves is significant only for 
,·ery high-current ( > 1 .-\ ) lasers. To minimize parasitic heat load, most wiring is 32-gauge 
phosphor-bronze, \Yith lov;er thermal conductiYity than copper (LakeShore Duo T\Yist and 
QuadT wist) . The dewar is designed to be used in either horizontal or w rtical configura-
tion. For horizontal use, an internal foamed metal wick maintains thermal contact \Yith 
the cold plate when the nitrogen reserYoir is lmY. 
The mid-infrared TDLs are narrow-linewidth lead-salt diode lasers (Laser Photonics. 
Laser Components), emitt ing a fe"· m\\T power. Their associated detectors are 2 mm x 2 
mm HgCdTe photoconduct i,·e detectors (Electro-Optical). ,,·ith rated detecti,·ity of D* = 
3.5 x 1010 cmHz112 j \Y at 6.7 / mum. The detectors are enclosed in an addit ional 17K cold 
shield with a O.u ·· aperture to reduce thermal noise (Figure 5.1). In this configuration. 
optical fringing rather than detector noise is the limit ing factor on measurement precision. 
Laser and coldfinger temperatures are monitored with four silicon diode temperature 
detectors (LakeShore). To prevent direct backreftections of laser light on laser or detector, 
the inner roof of the detector cold shield and the cold finger surface below the laser are 
machined so that no surfaces are perpendicular to the beam. The inner surface of the cold 
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Figure 5.1: Lasrrs and detector:-, mounted in tlw cle,Yar. 
shield i. also mat tr black anodized to minimize reflections. ,,·hile the outer is gold-plated 
to decrease emissi\·ir~·. dewar "·indows an' ZnSr. 1.5 .. OD and o.r <·rutN thickness. 
with a 1 degreP \\'C'Clge and narro\\·bancl anti-reflection coatiugs ro pren·nt fringing of 
lasrr po"·er (II-\ 'T Corp.). \\'indo\\·s are sralrd "·ith an aluminum Hang(' and PthyiPne-
propylene (EPR) 0-rings. To rPcluce the elL taner brtwcen the lasers \Yithiu th(' drwar and 
t hr collimating optic~ mounted o u bide. t hr \\·iudmy::, are recesh<'ci into t h<' drwar cm·er. 
5.5.2 Opt ics Can 
T lw optics can is a pre!->sme-s<'alrd aluminum conrainrr "·hich mounts dirrdly to the face 
of the dewar. and encloses all collimating and focu:-,ing len:-, ash<'mblies. plu:, tlw :'\IR la. er. 
dPH'C'tor. and th<'rmal regulation s~·strm. Th<' :-.pacr constraints impos<•d b.r Cruturion. 
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the original aircraft platform. mandated an extremely compact design. \Yith this entire 
assembly no more than a few inches in height, and all components mounted on a surface 
only 1.5·· in diameter. Figure 5.5 shows the arrangement within the optics can. 
N IR laser and det ector 
The channel 1 source i a d istributed feedback (DFB) indium phosphide diode laser at 
1.37 pm developed by the JPL .\Iicrodevices Laboratory. similar to that used on the JPL-
H20 water Yapor spectrometer (-H). The laser operate C\\. at temperatures well abm·e 
200 K. allm,·ing it to be temperature-regulated with a thermoelectric cooler (TEC) rather 
than a cryogen. A miniature aluminum ··cold block· (l.f' square) holds both the laser, in 
a a standard 9 mm TO can , and a 1.5 mm diameter InGaAs detector (Fermionics) . _--\ 5.3 
\Y TEC (J\lelcor) is sandwiched between this cold block and the dewar coYer. which acts 
as t he heat sink for the TEC. Current through the TEC is controlled by a subminiature 
proportional controller (Hytek) only 1.1" x 0.9'' in size. mounted adjacent to the cold 
block. 
Windows 
Light in the three channels enters and exits the optics can through three wedged and AR-
coated windo\YS, again ZnSe for the mid-IR channels 2 and 3 and BK7 for the near-IR 
channel 1. As on the dewar cover , windows are sealf'd with flanges and EPR 0 -rings. 
Lenses 
Because the mid-infrared lasers used in \\.ISP han• lo,,· pmn•r and large divergences (up to 
30 degrees emergence cone). and the lasers are necessarilY remowd from their collimating 
lenses by at least the thickness of the de,,·ar coYer, it i desirable that collimating lenses 
be as large as possible to maximize light collection. That is. it is desirable to haYe low 
f/ D. or ·'f-number .. . \\'here f is focal length and D is lens diameter. However. in the \YISP 
design the need for compactness of the instrument constrained the allowable size of the 
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collimating and focusing lenses. 
The Herriott cell mandate a specific opening angle for the entrance and exit beams of 
each channel passing through a single hole in the near Herriott cell mirror. This opening 
angle in turn determines the relatiw positions of laser and detector. The need to keep 
the The small opening angles (maximum 6°) and tight spacing (9 .. dewar-mirror) in the 
\VISP instrument produce beam separations of only O.T (ch. 1) to 0.9·· (ch. 3) at the 
position of the lenses. Even thi separation is only achieved by orienting the "·edged 
window of the optics can such that refraction further separates the input and output 
beams. For the mid-IR channel . this permits collimating and focusing lens diameters of 
only 0.375"' and 0.5·'. respectively. with some room left for positional adjustment Lenses 
are ZnSe meniscus, narrowband :\R-coated (II-\"I Corp.). On \\"ISP the dewar windows 
are rece sed into the dewar cover to bring the lenses closer to the lasers and minimize the 
power lost: collimating lenses haw focal length 0.8·· ) or f /2. 1. Light collection is not a 
problem for the dewar-cover-mounted channel 1. since here the collimating lens can be 
brought arbitrarily close to the laser. The channel 1 collimating lens is(/) 0.25·· (6.-1 mm). 
with a fora! length of only -1.5 mm. for an f-number of 0.7. (Ch. 1 focusing lens is f /0.8. 
with (]) 0.39 .. (9.9 mm) and 8 mm focal length: both are :\R-coated glass aspherics. :\ew 
Focus). 
Positioning for all lenses is accompli hed na miniaturized commercial translation 
stages (:\ewport). In order to fit all components on the dewar cover, only channel 1 
use a relatively large 3-axis positioner. and channels 2 and 3 use smaller XY positioners 
with cu tom-de igned lens barrels for the third axis. Each positioner i mounted on an 
angle plate machined to orient the lens perpendicular to the beam. 
5.5.3 Multipass cell 
Because absorption b~· scarce isotopomcrs of water is small. especially in t he dry strato-
sphere. the instrument needs a long pathlength to obtain measurable signal. The practical 
constraints of an aircraft-mounted instrument mean that a long pathlength must be folded 
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into a mall ,·olume in a multipass cell. The \\"ISP instrument uses a Herriott cell. an ex-
tremely stable multipass optical caYity consisting of two concaw spherical mirrors. \\"hen 
light i injected into the cell at the appropriate off-axis angle it forms a circular spot pat-
tern on mirrors as it passes back and forth (26. 2). If the mirror spacing and focal length 
are chosen appropriately. light returns out the hole from \vhich it entered after the desired 
number of passes. at a beam angle that allows it to be directed on to a detector. The Her-
riott cell has the ad,·amage that the position and angle of the exit beam is exceptionally 
robust to most distortions of t he cell. a feature necessary for flight ei1\' ironments. where 
maintaining exact alignment is difficult. Although the spot pattern of beams \Yithin the 
cell warp and becomes elliptical as mirrors tilt or entrance beam angle deYiates. t he effect 
is minimum at the position of the entrance hole. so that beam position on the detector is 
far more stable. The one variable to which the cell is extremely sensit ive is the relative 
mirror spacing; changes of less than a mm can cause the loss of all signal, or the shift 
to a configuration "·ith a different number of passes. (See section 5.-! for a discussion of 
the related engineering issues.) Howe,·er. the fact that t he number of passes is acute!~· 
sensitiw to mirror spacing. but t he requi ite input angle much less so. means that the 
same cell can com·eniently be used for experiments at a Yariet~- of pathlengths \Yit hout 
cha nging the foreopt ics. 
The \\'ISP cell mirrors have a radius of curYature R=l.9329-! m: the base \\"ISP 
configuration is a 9-! meter pathlength. with mirror spacing of 1.00-! m apart (d/ f of 
1.038 . yielding 9-! passes). The three channels a re injected at different mirror radii and 
form three concentric spot patterns. Because the Herriott cell acts to continually refocus 
the beam near the center of the caYity. spot sizes remain constant. figure 5.8 sho\\·s 
the modeled patterns on the \YISP near mirror. The mirrors are 5·· (/) . 5/8 .. thick. 
Zcrodur ub trates (Rocky }.lountain Instruments) coated wi th siln'r plus a dielectric 
layer to protect from oxidation in the high-ozone em-ironment of the lower stratosphere 
( Opticoat). 
A high number of passes (n) in the Herriott cell is desirable since measured absorption 
is directly proportional to pathlength. but then used is limited by mirror size. and also by 
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figurr .J. : \riSP Herriot crll ~pot pattern. Tlw three \YISP lasers are directed into thr 
multipass cell so a~ to make concentric 92-pass patterns lwfurr exiting out their rntrancr 
holrs. The near mirror is shomt herr. \\·ith thr beam footprint~ in reel. The , pot pattern 
is approxima tf'i~· C3: i.e. the pat trm has nearly :3-fold s.nnmerr~·. and succrssiw spots 
migrate :::::: 1200 around t h(' mirror. The eutraurr holrs are shmnt in black at their actual 
size> and position: layout constraints on the de\Yar coYer n•qnitwl that tlwy be spaced 120" 
apart. Beam positions at tlH· lasPt) detector planr for radt channel are shown in h lue 
and grren. :'\ot<' the• off-crntc'r position of thf• rxit beam through the entrancr hole of the 
uutPr chauuel (3) : this <'ffert oc-cms brcam.r of thr finite tmTature of the mirror surfacE'. 
\\. hidt manda t<'s slight 1~· diffrrc>llt HPniot cdl solutions for rhannrls at diffrrrnt radii. It is 
not possibl<' to construct a cell perfectly align<'d for all thrP<' channels. Thr configuration 
rhosrn herr produces the minimum mi~alignment. 
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the increased sensitiYity of the cell to misalignments at higher n. \i\·e chose 9-1 passes for 
\\'ISP as t he optimum tradeoff giYen the absorption strengths of the target spectral region. 
(Light losses on each reflection are less important: \Yith mirror coatings of R > 99%, 
total loss in the 9-1-pass Herriott cell is < 61%, not enough to make photon limitation a 
source of noise). The WISP mirror diameter was then chosen as the smallest that could 
accommodate all t hree channels without 1) overlap of spots that would produce optical 
fringing or 2) bleeding of light from adjacent spots through the exit hole or 3) clipping of 
t he spot pattern when mirror til t or dedations in beam input angle warp the pattern into 
an ellipse. The near-IR beam (channel 1) occupies the innermost spot pattern, because 
its smaller diwrgence and closer collimating lens produce a smaller beam footprint on the 
mirror. allowing closer spot packing. 
Although Herriott cells in general are relatively stable to distortion. some configu-
rations are significantly more stable than others. Because \YISP was to be used in an 
em·ironment im·olving large mechanical stresses .. it was important to choose the most 
robust configuration possible. and to determine the design tolerances for movement of 
its components. Herriott cell behaYior in an undistorted case is typically modeled by 
approximating each reflection as passage through an infinitely thin lens (2). To conduct 
sensitivity studies, we constructed a three-dimensional ray-tracing model (described fur-
ther in appendix B). The results from these studies drove the choice of d/ f for \\'ISP 
close to 1. In perfectly aligned system, we would prefer a higher d/ f configuration. since 
higher d/ f produces a greater opening angle between input and out put beams. reducing 
most of the layout difficulties discussed above. HoweYer, t he misposit ioning of the exit 
beam produced by most mechanical distortions (mirror t ilt. de,·iations in input angle, 
and changes in mirror separation) increases with dj.f. In addition, at high d/ f it is not 
possible to use three different channels at different pattern radii in the same Herriott cell. 
:\Iodel runs lvere used to determine a simple empirical relationship for the the correction 
to the mirror separation from the thin lens approximation required because of the fini te 
curvature of the mirror (see Appendix B). The resul t is a function of spot pattern radius. 
meaning that a Herriot t cell with multiple channels must necessarily be misaligned for all 
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but one of them . This misalignment produces an error in the posit ion of the exit beam 
that increases with d/ f. such t hat for \\'ISP-sized mirrors. d/ f > 2 would be unworkable. 
5.6 Data Acquisition and Electronics 
\VISP uses the standard TDLAS technique of sweep integration and second-harmonic 
(2f) detection. Absorption spectra are generated by appl:ving a sawtooth current ramp to 
the lasers, which scans the laser output waYelength across the spectral region of interest. 
An amplitude modulation (Al\1) scheme is used to improve S:\R: the laser current is 
modulated by a sinusoidal wayeform at a frequency much higher than t hat of the current 
ramp (50-80 kHz as opposed to -1 Hz) . and the signal is detected by a lock-in amplifier 
at twice the modulat ion frequency. The demodulated signal represents the 2nd Fourier 
component of the absorption spectrum. and noise at other frequencies is rejected (figures 
6.2). In this way the cont ribut ions of white noise on t he laser current, optical interference 
at fringe spacings ot her than the spectral linewidth. and cross-talk bet,,·een the channels 
(each channel has a different modulation frequency) are sharply reduced. 
Laser cont rol and data acquisition are handled by a single compact computer st ack in 
P C-10-1 format , running under DOS and a C++ operat ing code. The stack consists of a 
commercial 80486 CP"C board (Ampro Little Board), a custom-built analog board for laser 
current production and signal demodulation, a custom digital board for data acquisition, 
and a commercial _-\f D board (YersaLogic) that records engineering data from thermistors 
and accelerometers. Preamps for all three channels are mounted directly on t he dewar. as 
close as possible to the detectors, to minimize noise pickup. The preamps incorporate an 
analog feedback "null circuit" that remoYes the slowly fluctuating detector offset caused 
by the thermal background. Laser current is t urned off for a brief period before each 
sawtooth ramp. and the detector signal measured during this time is used the zero the 
preamp. The amplified signal is demodulated b.r a lock-in circuit on the analog board . and 
both demodulated and direct (de) signals are recorded for each laser on each scan. The de 
signal is used both to determine the returned pmYer a t the line position, needed in data 
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reduction. and to provide a clean absorption spectrum for reference when the modulation 
is periodically turned off. .-\lthough 2f detection is required for measurements in the dry 
stratosphere. HDO absorptions in parts of the upper troposphere can reach 1%, allowing 
detection by direct absorption. Comparison of the direct and 2f measurements at these 
altitudes is then used for calibration. The laser control and signal acquisition electronics 
are based closely on those used in the JPL-H20 and ALIAS TDLAS instruments (76. 41) 
Individual de and 2f scans for each channel are recorded via fast direct memory access, 
''-'ith successiw scans then averaged digitally to produce slower reported data. Because 
t he \\TISP mid-IR lasers scan over a large spectral region (> 1 cm- 1 ) containing several 
absorption features, up to 5000 points/scan are recorded to obtain reasonable spectral 
resolution (figure 6.3). \ Vith t hree lasers on the instrument and a 4 Hz scan rate this 
yields a data input rate of > 2-10 Kbyte/s. The number of bytes recorded during an 8 
hour flight far exceeds the capacity of affordable solid-state memory, so data is stored 
on a miniature laptop-PC format hard drive in a pressurized enclosure. as is required for 
operation at stratospheric altitudes. The hard drive box measures only 4.5" x 6.2"' , and 
contributes negligibly to t he overall weight of the electronics. 
A second electronics box handles thermal control and basic power conditioning. Tem-
perature of various components of the instrument is regulated by sensorless controllers 
providing pulse-width modulated voltage to strip heaters (l\Iinco) . The entire instrument 
runs off aircraft 28V power. converted to the relevant voltages by low-noise de-de convert-
ers (\-icor). Because both these functions can be a source of noise to the signal electronics. 
they are kept in a separate enclosure. The combination of computer and power/thermal 
boxes is a package 12 x 9 x 10'' in size and 20 pounds in \veight that fits within the \YB57 
wing. mounted on a remO\·able hatch cover. Instrument control is by a single relay switch 
from the airplane cockpit (figure 5.9) . 
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Figure ;).9: \ \"ISP electronics during \ \ "B,) 7 power check. The electronics box on the cart 
contains al l po\\·er c-onditioning. laser current supply. 2f demodulation. heater controls. 
and data acquisit iou and storage functions for the instrument. The box mounts \Yi t hin 
the \Ying. through the open hatch con:' r. The monitor is used for prt>-ftight testing onl~·. 
The exposed cable prm·ides po'n' r and s\\·itching from the aircraft. 
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Chapter 6 
WISP Expected Sensitivity 
6.1 Introduction 
The measurement of water Yapor isotopic composition by TDLAS is difficult because the 
isotopomers of water - in particular HDO, the species of primary scientific interest - are 
scarce in the dry upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. The mixing ratio of water 
,·apor in the stratosphere is on the order of 5 ppm. and the ratio [HDO]/[H20 ] in Standard 
l\Iean Ocean \Yater is 3 x 10- 4 . Even in the absence of isotopic depletion during ascent 
to the stratosphere. HDO would be present at ppb level . Remote sensing obserYations 
show that stratospheric HDO is in fact depleted by nearly 70%. bringing it to sub-ppb 
leYels (see chapter 2). approaching the detection threshold of absorption spectroscopy 
techniques for most atmospheric molecules. This abundance limitation determines the 
upper altitude cutoff for feasible TDL\S measurements of HDO. :\Ieasurement precision 
is greater at lower altitudes. where the atmosphere is significantly wetter. 
An open-path instrument like \HSP. with no ability to modify the pressure of the gas 
measured, also has a lower altitude cutoff imposed by pressure-broadening of the target 
spectral lines. Although HDO remains scarce enough through the middle troposphere 
that t he absorpt ion signal does not saturate. pressure-broadening blends adjacent lines 
and makes measurement difficult belmY a certain altitude. For the target spect ral range 
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chosen for \\' ISP. we estimate the lower cutoff is ~ 300mb (see figure 6.2). 
I\Ieasurement by TDLAS methods cannot produce the high accuracy of laboratory 
mass spectrometry (wit h measurements typically to ±0.1 %o or .01 o/c deYiation from 
standards). In the dr~· upper troposphere I lower stratosphere region (GT I LS). \Yhere 
HDO abundance is the limiting factor. TDLAS instrument error will reach tens of %o 
relatiYe to SI\IO\\'. HoweYer, the scientific problems addressed by water Yapor isotopes 
do not require stringent accuracy. The scenarios for stratosphere-troposphere exchange 
shown in figure 5.1 produce differences in bD of several hundred %o in the uppermost 
troposphere and lower stratosphere. The projected error for \\'ISP measurements of 
the Yarious isotopomers of water ,·apor over the uT I LS region are shown in table 6.1. 
Precision degrades ,~·ith altitude for the isotopomers as their abundance becomes low 
enough that S:'\R is limiting. \Ye assume a 5% accuracy for indiYidual gas measurements. 
typical for the TDLAS instruments that \\'ISP closely resembles (76. -!1). The accuracy 
for isotopic ratios is assumed to be improYed oyer that for indi,·idual species. Even 
when gas abundance is not limiting. TDLAS instruments similar to \\'ISP shmY an ~ 1 o/c 
baseline precision due to electronic and thermal fluctuations (76. -!1). In t he dry UT I LS. 
instrument sensitiYity also becomes a factor in measurements of scarce water isotopomers. 
Total precision is then taken as the root sum square of the baseline precision and the 
predicted instrument S~R. Expected S R is determined from the calculated linecenter 
absorption of the target spectral lines. a5suming an atmospheric profile of the species to 
be measured. and an assumed noise threshold for the instrument. The calculation of SNR 
is discussed further in sections 6.2.1 and 6.-!.1. and the change in expected SI\R with 
altitude is shown in Figure 6.-!. The range of errors in table 6.1 abm·e reflects the range of 
expected instrument s_ R in the CT I LS region. Accuracy I precision issues are discussed 
further in section 6.2.2. 
\\·e Yiew the predicted instrument performance as sufficient for the science in question. 
Although error is greater for 6D than for 6180 and 6170. the latter are less useful for 
discriminating between scenarios of water Yapor transport, because the fractionation of 
the oxygen isotopomers is much lower than for HDO. (The maximum expected change 
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Species Accuracy Precision Total 
HDO 5% 1.5-15% (3.5-1--l%) 
6D 3o/c 10---!5 %o 
H2180 5% 1.5-2% (3-3.5%) 
6180 3% 25-30 %o 
H2 170 5% 1.5-8% (3-8.5%) 
<F'O 3% 30-80 %o 
H216Q 5% 1% 5% 
CH-1 5o/c 1% 5% 
Table 6.1 : Expected accuracy and precision for the different species measured by \VISP. 
The total error for the isotopomers is giYen as error when species are ratioed (in parell-
theses), i.e. using the lower accuracy figure. The %o error in the 6s is computed assuming 
stratospheric compositions of 6D = -670%o. <P8 0 = -100%o. and 6170 = -50%o. 
in 6180 i of order 100 %o). Howe,·er. oxygen isotope measurements with the projected 
le,·el of accuracy are still useful as a diagnostic of supersaturation-induced kinetic effects, 
which can produce positi\'e enrichment in oxygen isotopic composition. The remainder of 
this chapter discusses how those projections were determined. 
6.2 TDLAS instrument performance 
6.2.1 Sensitivity 
The projection of \YISP sensitiYity draws on results from existing T DL absorption spec-
trometry instruments. The sensitivity of absorption spectroscopy instruments is typically 
described in terms of the noise-equi,·alent absorption. (the absorption that "·ould produce 
a signal of the magnitude of the 1a noise leYel). TDLAS instruments typically report 
laboratory sensitiYit ies of a fe''" x 10-5 for instruments with 50-100 m pathlengths. or 
~ 4 X w -ID cm-1Hz-112 (76. --!1 ). The latter ,·alue is the per-point instrument sensitiYity 
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with a 1 s aYeraging time. here ''"ith the assumption of 3s scans of 1024 points. These units 
are a standard means of describing the sensitiYity of absorption spectroscopy techniques, 
but are not necessarily the most rele,·ant for TDLAS instruments. " ·here the limiting 
factor is usually not Gaussian noise but semi-stationar~- etalons. In this case longer in-
tegration times do not necessarily improYe instrument precision. V\·e assume that \\'ISP 
would achieve a similar noise threshold. 
In the mid-infrared, the region of the strongest rotational-vibrational absorption bands. 
typical atmospheric SpecieS haYe peak integrated linestrengthS On the order of S296K = 
10-19 cmjmolec. Over a hundred meter pathlength at stratospheric pressure and temper-
ature. this produces absorptions of~ 5--1 jppb. It is clear that measurement of HDO, at 
sub-ppb in lower stratosphere. approaches the sensitiYity limits of the TDLA.S technique. 
with signal-to-noise ratio (S:'\R) likely < 10 in the stratosphere. Obtaining reasonable 
signals requires careful choice of strong absorption lines. Successful measurement also 
requires attention to seyeral other issues that can reduce sensitiYity. I'\oise in the cur-
rent supply, for example, translates into jitter of the laser frequency. and so increases 
the apparent laser linewidth. If laser linewidth is comparable to the width of the target 
absorption line then the spectra.! contrast and so sensitivity are reduced. For typical laser 
current tuning rates of .03 cm-1 /rnA and spectral lines of .007 cm-1 (200 !viHz) at 100 
mb. noise on the laser current must be kept belo"· 0.2 rnA on a current ramp of order 100 
rnA in order for the effective linestrength to be unaffected. The projected sensitivities in 
table 6.1 assume baseline noise of 2 x 10- 5 in 100m .. typical of TDLAS instruments. ab-
sorption linestrengths for the target lines discussed below (see section 6.3). and no signal 
attenuation due to current noise. 
6.2.2 Accuracy / precision 
T_vpical reported accuracies for TDLAS instruments are ~ 5%. 1 As in any instrument, 
accuracy problems can be caused by instability in the electronics. For instruments with 
1 "Accurac~· .. here is used to refer to systematic error that is approximately constant for the duration 
of an eight-hour aircraft flight. and ··precision'· to scatter within data taken on a giYen flight . 
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open-path arrangements. where T and p in t he measured gas vary widely, uncertain-
t ies in spectral line parameters can also be important. as are uncertaint ies in T and p 
themseh ·es. The second harmonic detection technique used by many T DLAS instruments 
imposes addi tional difficult ies. Second-harmonic (2f) detection increases signal gain and 
so sensit i,·ity. necessary for small absorpt ions. at the cost of int roducing additional Yari-
ables into the calibration. The 2f signal is a function both of modulation frequency and of 
laser power at t he line posit ion. \Yhich must be separately monitored and used in t he data 
reduction. Both of t hese factors can int roduce systematic error into the measurement of a 
single gas. For water Yapor. and especially for water vapor isotopic composition. it is pro-
hibit iYely difficul t to construct a reliable standard for in-flight calibration to compensate 
for potential drifts. The \YISP open-path arrangement also means that any calibration 
standard would have to be measured in a separate optical cell. making it of doubtful 
utility. 
Ieasurements of an isotopic ratio by TDL-\.S can howeYer be int rinsically more ac-
curate than the numbers quoted above, if errors in the n vo species are correlated. If t he 
t \YO ratioed species can be obtained in t he same scan . or at minimum wit h the same laser 
and detector in successive scans. t hen errors associated wit h fluctuations in both ampli-
fier gain and modulation frequency will cancel to some extent. Errors due to inaccurate 
measurement of T or p may also cancel if line spectral parameters are similar. For this 
reason t he measurement of a ratio can be more accurate than measurements of indiYidual 
gases. In table 6. 1 '"e assume an accuracy for the ratioed quantit ies of 3% and a preci-
sion unrelated to s_ TR of 1%. S:'\R limitations become increasingly important at higher 
altit udes. 
6.3 Target spectral region 
Obtaining the best possible measurement of water ,·apor isotopomers requires careful 
choice of the target spectral region. To take adYantage of error-compensation in the ratio 
measurement it is desirable to capt ure absorption lines of water and its isotopomers in 
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a single laser scan. Because t he oxygen isotopomers of \\·ater vapor are also of interest. 
and methane is a useful in-flight calibrator in the troposphere. the ideal spectral region 
" ·ould contain lines of H2 0 , HDO, H2 170. H2 180. and CH..1 within 1.5 cm-
1
. a typical 
single-mode tuning range for a lead-salt diode laser. Absorptions by all species should be 
comparable. and the HDO absorption line must be among the strongest accessible. The 
spectral region must be free of interferences from other atmospheric gases. including water 
vapor itself: the wings of strong water line can swamp the tiny absorptions produced 
b~· HDO. Finally, the lines should have lo\Y ground state energies so that their intensit ies 
are not overly temperature-sensit ive; it is difficult to measure ambient temperature in an 
open-path system to better than a degree K. 
6.3.1 Water vapor spectra 
As a non-linear triatomic molecule, water ,·apor has three fundamental ,·ibrational modes. 
corresponding to the bend (v2 ) and the symmetric and asymmetric stretches of the H20 
molecule (v1 and v3 . at almost identical frequencies) . The rotational-vibrational IR spec-
trum of water has three bands corresponding to these modes, with two nearly superim-
posed. Because water is a light molecule. the fundamental ,·ibrations fall at relatively high 
frequencies in the mid-infrared and the rotational transitions are well-spaced, making it 
readily accessible to absorption spectroscopy techniques. The overtone and combination 
bands in the near-infrared are significantly weaker than the fundamental bands. making 
them a poor choice for measurements where sensitivity is critical. Isotopic substitution 
introduces shifts in absorption line positions because of changes in the vibrational frequen-
cies and rotational constants: the shift in bandcenter position is greater for substitut ion of 
hydrogen than of ox.vgen atoms because of the larger percentage change in mass. This sep-
aration allows spectroscopic measurement of the different isotopomers. Figure 6. 1 shows 
the absorpt ion spectra of H20 and HDO throughout the infrared region. with the HDO 
absorptions scaled b~· its relatiw abundance to facilitate comparison. Substitution of a 
deuterium atom shifts thr 1.12 bandcenter by 200 cm-1 and v3 by more than 1000 cm-
1
• 
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Figur<' 6.1: lnfnuwl spE'etra of H20 (bluE') and HDO (red ). ThE' absorption spectra hE'n:' 
m>rr calculat<'d using thE' .\lodtrau program for uwan atmosphrrie conditions at 300 mb. 
with a 100m pathlrngth. For comparison. HDO absorption is scaiE'd so that tlw v3 band 
rnatdws that for H20: actual absorption by HDO is a factor of 10 1 smaiiE'r. Tlw apparent 
cliff<'rE'nCE' iu t hr o,·rrtone bands hrt\\'E'E'll I-hO and liDO is d ur to this scaling. The n0ar-
saturation of the \\·ater ,·apor fundamE'ntal half(ls means that the ratio of fuudamrntal to 
owrtoue absorptions is less thau tlH· ratio of their respectiw linestr<'ngths. ~o ilbsorption 
is shom1 at tlw HDO v1 + 11:3 or higher combination bands lwcause of the lack of linE' 
information in tlr r HITR.-\\" lirw compilcttion (6-l. 6.)). 
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so that v1 and v3 are no''" well-separated. corresponding to the 0 -H and 0-D stretches. 
respectively. 
6.3.2 Choice of spectral region 
The target spectral region for TDLAS measurements of HDO is limited to the mid-IR 
fundamental rotational-,·ibrational bands: the overtone bands are too weak. and laser 
sources in the far-IR region are problematic. Of these. the v3 band at 3700 cm-1 (2.1 
11m) is unusable because of interferences from the (10°1) owrtone of C02 and the v3 of 
H2 160. both of which sit directly over the HDO band. Cse of the v1 over the v2 region 
would seem preferable. both because detector technolog~- is better there - InSb detectors 
at 2./ J.l.m region are preferable to the HgCdTe detectors used at longer wavelengths -
and because interferences are less. Howe,·er. the isotopic separation at v1 is so great 
that it hinders isotopic ratio measurements: there is no possibilit~· of accessing both 
HDO at v 1 and H2 160 with a single lead-salt diode laser. Accuracy considerations make 
it strongly preferable to make both measurements with the same laser and detector. 
Careful searching of the published linelist for the v2 region produces several candidate 
HDO lines free of interferences, and one spectral region containing well-spaced lines of 
HDO. H2 170. H2 180. and CR1 ,.,·ithin a narrow 1.5 cm- 1 inter..-aJ from 1-183.1 to 1-185.2 
cm- 1 (6-L 65). This is the target region chosen for the \\"ISP instrument. Figures 6.2 
and 6.3 shmY synthetic and laboratory spectra. and line parameters are listed in table 6.2. 
The laboratory measurements confirm the published line positions. 
There is little sacrifice of sensitivity for the benefit of obtaining multiple measurements 
in a single scan: the 1--18-1.1 cm- 1 HDO linestrength is t\\·o-thirds that of the strongest 
line clear of interferences. The " ·eak \Yater line at 1-!95.1 cm-1 is not useful for obtaining 
isotopic rat ios because of its strong temperature dependence (see section 6.4.2). Obtaining 
an accurate isotopic ratio requires ·jump-scanning"" the laser to another spectral region 
to acquire a stable H2 160 measurement. The abundance of ,~·ater lines in the vicinity 
pro,·ides a large number of candidates. 
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figurr 6.2: Syntlwtie spectrum of th<' \riSP target region. sho"·ing line broadrning ''"ith 
increasing pressure. The top panel shows absorption in a 100 m pathlcngth. with t c>m-
prraturr as in a standard tropical atmosphere. "·ater Yapor at 5 ppm at 100 mb and 50Vc 
RH in thr t roposphere. aud 8D Yar~·ing from -2.)0 to -610 %c. " ·it h altit udc>. The botrom 
panel shows the sa11tc> data as it would appear in second-harmonic drtcction: again. the 
higher-prc•ssmc sp<>ctra an• scaled to facilitat<' comparison. This sealing mak<'s the C H 1 
lines at 1 183.8 l<'ss appar<>ut ar high<'r p. bPcausr CH 1 is n·larin'l_,. constant while \Yater 
increasrs h~· t\YO ordPrs of magnitude. The T-scnsitin• H2
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Figure 6.3: The target spectral region. The spectrum "·as obtained with the \\"ISP opt ical 
head and a reference cell containing isotopicall.Y enriched water Yapor. [HDO]/ [H20 ] in 
the sample is ~ 0.1. The relati,·e enrichments in H2 18 0 and H2 170 are some,Yhat smaller 
than that in HDO. making the HDO lines appear disproportionately strong. The triplet of 
''"eak HDO lines apparent in this scan are in fact too weak to be measurable in atmospheric 
spect ra. T he undulating background signal is an etalon produced b.'· the uncoated cell 
"·indmYs. The waYelength scale was calibrated using a Ge etalon. with the 1-18-1.1 cm- 1 
HDO line as the reference frequency. 
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Species v( cm- 1) S (296 K) ilm(cm- 1) r P(cm-1 ) 
H2180 (a) 1-183.93 -1.1 X 10- 20 550 .075 
HDO 1-18-1.11 8.1 X 10- 20 226 .092 
H2170 1~8-1.51 -1.8 X 10- 20 205 .098 
H2 tso (b) 1-18-1.97 ~-9 X 10- 20 325 .086 
H2160 1-185.13 6.4 X 10-23 1907 .088 
Table 6.2: Line parameters for the \YISP target region, from the HITRA\" compilation 
(6-1. 65). Columns show. from left to right. linecenter. integrated linestrength, ground 
state energy. and foreign-broadening coefficient. Linestrengths are given per molecule. 
rather than scaled for an assumed isotopic composition. as they are in HITR...\ .. \". The 
S)-10\\. standard ratios for HDO/ H2160 , H2170 / H2160 , and H2 180/H2160 are 3.1 x 10- 4 . 
3. 7 x 10- 4 . and 2.0 x 10- 3, respectively. 
6.4 Expected instrument performance 
6.4.1 Sensitivity 
The expected \YISP sensitiYit~· for measurements of the water ,·apor isotopomers exceeds 
S R=10 throughout the troposphere and lower stratosphere (figure 6.-1). Instrument 
sensitiYity was calculated by assuming the water Yapor profile of a standard tropical at-
mosphere and calculating linecenter absorption for the \YISP target lines using HITR.-\\" 
line parameters listed above. 6D was assumed to Yary linearly from oceanic to strato-
spheric ,·alues. The worst-case instrument error listed in table 6.1 for HDO i the case 
,,·here linecenter absorption is only 10 x the baseline noise: the S\"R 10 position here is 
shown as a dashed line. The intersection of this line \Yith the HDO profile marks the upper 
altitude limit for the instrument - aboYe this point. error increases to the point where the 
rele,·ant science is compromised. The line blending apparent at 300 mb in the synthetic 
spectra (see figure 6.2) leads us to consider this pressure lew! as the approximate lm,·er 
limit for WISP measurements. 
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Figure 6.-1: Linrcentrr absorption for water isotopomers iu thr " 'ISP target spectral re-
gion. T.p. and "·atrr profiles are t<tken from a standard tropical atmosphere. Linecenter 
absorptions are computer! assuming no fractionation for the oxygen isotopes. and a linear 
dedinr in 6D through the troposphere to mean stratospheric n1lues. The dashed horizon-
tal line marh the lo"-er altitudr limit for \\'ISP measurements: the upper limit for each 
species is gin'n bY tlw intersec-tion of the S~R=lO line\Yith the each absorption profile. 
\ \'ISP baseline noise i: ass11ll1ed to lw 2 x 10- 5 . 
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6.4.2 Temperature and pressure uncertainties 
"Cncertainties in t he temperature and pressure of the air within the multipass cell are a 
significant source of error for TDL\S measurements. ~Iaintaining and measuring a uni-
form T and p throughout a cell is difficult eYen with an enclosed and thermally regulated 
system; in an open-path system on a moYing aircraft the measurement of T and p is 
still more difficult. because T and p readings must be calibrated to remove ram pressure 
effects. \\·e would expect that pressure measurements \Yithin the \YISP cell can be made 
to 0.5% accuracy and temperature to 1 o K. ~Iinimizing the temperature sensitiYity of the 
measurements by choosing spectral lines appropriately is ,·ital for measurement accuracy. 
In addition to the uncertainties introduced by errors in T and p. the large range in T and 
p experienced by the air sampled mandates a thorough understanding of the response of 
linestrengths and lineshapes to changes in T and p. As no in-flight calibration is used, 
error in the assumed line parameters propagates directly into error in the measurement. 
Careful laboratory calibration over the full range of T and p is necessary to Yalidate or 
correct published line parameters. 
Conversion from molecules to mixing ratio 
The absorption spectrometer ])[OYides a measurement of absolute abundance of molecules 
of the target gas in t he optical cell. but the relevant quantity of interest for science is 
the mixing ratio of that gas (x). Ambient temperature and pressure enter directly into 
the com·ersion from number density to mixing ratio. The accuracy of measurement of 
mixing ratio is then directly affected by errors in T and p. independent of an~· effect on 
the absorption lines themseh·es. 
(6.1) 
Errors of aT = 1!\: out of 200K and ap = 0.5 mb out of 100 mb produce an unavoid-
able 0. 7% measurement uncertaint~·. This is included in the total accuracy estimation of 
table 6.1. 
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Effect on sp ectra l linestrengths and sh a p es 
Temperature and pressure a lso affect line in tensit ies and lineshapes. and so uncertainties 
in T and p can introduce error iuto the interpretation of measured absorpt ion lines. In-
tegrated line intensity is a function of temperature both because the population in the 
lower state of the t ransit ion is goyerned b~· t he Boltzman distribut ion. and because rota-
t ional and ,·ibra tiona l part ition fun ctions are temperature-dependent. The temperature 
dependence is then giYen by 
S ·:X (T / T o) n X exp (-hciim/kT) (6. 2) 
where. for a non-linear molecule. n = 3/2. Absorption lines " ·hose ground state is high-
enr rgy (l:im i large) are strongly affected by temperature. since their strength depends 
on the population in t he ta il of the Boltzman distribut ion (fi gure 6.5). The H2 160 line 
a t 1-!85.1 cm- 1 \Yith Lim = 1900. for example, has a linestrength tha t is temperature 
dependent by 6%/oh . an unacceptably large source of measurement error. To minimize 
error it i crucial to choose lmY jjm lines. This makes measurement of H2160 some"·hat 
problematic . since most intrinsically weak lines (the H2 160 absorption must be comparable 
in strength to that of HDO despite the fact that H2 160 is more abundant by a factor of 
10.J.) are deriwd from ··hot bands·· . NeYertheless. t here are sufficient candidates within 
the range of a lead-salt laser that this is not a major measurement obstacle. The ground 
state energie of the water isotopomer lines in \ \"ISP target region are nearly optimal at 
200-325 cm- 1 • yield ing T-dependencc of 0.03 - 0.3%/ o K. Temperature uncertainty is 
not a ignificant factor for the strength of the target absorpt ion line . . 
Temperature and pressure uncertaintie are more important for their effect on line-
shapes. In the troposphere. linewid ths are determined la rgely by collisional broadening. 
producing Lorentzian shapes \Yith widths gm·erned by: 
(6.3) 
where n is on the order of 0.6 for the target lines. At higher altit udes. in the tropopause 
region. t he pressure-broadening declines to the same magnit ude as Doppler broadening 
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Figure 6.5: Temperature dependence of integrated line intensity for a non-linear molecule. 
The ordinate is the fractional change in S that results from a 1K temperature change. 
Temperature dependences gro" · stronger as T decreases. ~ote that t he lowest possible 
ground state energy does not lead to the minimal temperature sensitiYity: iim = 0 yields 
a 1/ T dependence from the part it ion function term. 
with : 
1 
/ d ex Tz . (6.-1) 
and the resulting lineshape can be approximated by a \ "oigt function. Although in prin-
ciple the measured lineshape can be fit to determine temperature and and pressure self-
consistently, in practice this is generally not possible to significant ly better than the 
uncertaint ies in the T and p measurements. Fitt ing to determine T and p i especially 
difficul t for the second harmonic signal. ,,·here the modulation frequency is an addi t ional 
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Yariable. The exact measurement error introduced by inaccuracie in as umed lineshape 
will depend on the fit ting rout ine used in data analysis and is best determined numeri-
cally. Simpli t ic analysis as in section G...1. 2 giYes a ma.-..::imum error is 0.6o/c. in the direct 
absorption signal. It is worth noting. ho" ·e,·er. that spectroscopic studies suggest tha t the 
larger contribut ion to linewidt h-rela ted error is uncertaint~· in n itself (the tempera ture 
dependence of the pressure broadening coeffi cient) . which requires extensiYe calibration 
( 41 ). 
Second-harmonic detection 
Error analysis for the second-harmonic signal is more complicated; the ampli tude of the 
2f ignaL as well as its shape. are a function of the absorption line shape. The increased 
gain of second-harmonic detection is dependent on choice of appropriate modulation fre-
quenc~· : the optimal gain occurs for modulation of amplitude approximately t \\·ice the 
linewidth . Changes in linewidth therefore . trongl~· affect the 2f signal. and errors in 
assumed line\Yidth propagate into the mea urement . Again. fi t ting of the 2f signa l to 
determine T and p is possible in theory. although it can be difficul t in practice. The 
effects ofT and p uncertainties are minimal. howeYer. at the region for which modulation 
is optimized : in the case of a weak absorber such as HDO. the lower strato phere. where 
signals are weakest and gain is needed. ::\umerical studies show that e,·en when no fit is 
a ttempted and onl~· the ampli tude of the 2f signal is considered. error induced at 300 mb 
is under a percent . These effects are factored into the error est imates of table 6.1. 
6.4.3 Conclusion 
Sensitidt~· analysis indicate that \\"ISP honld produce scientifically useful measurements 
of \Yater Yapor isotopomers throughout thE' upper troposphere and up to the lowermost 
stra to pherf' . Although instrument errors arE' larger t han those for labora tory mass spec-
trometry. the science requirements are sufficiE'ntly loose tha t data from tlw instrument 
can be E'ffectiw ly used to address que tions of water ,·apor t ransport. To datE' there haw 
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been no ,·iable means of obtaining measurements of \Yater Yapor isotopic composition in 
this altitude region that can be used to address these issues. In-situ measurements by 
TDLAS instruments such a · \\"ISP haw great potential for increasing our understanding 
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